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ABSTRACT

This thesis is an analysis of the verbal system of Central Dangaleat, au . . . .,.,...,., ,.,. ,. . .,._
Chaille language ~11oken in central Chad. Follo'Wing the general introduction in chapter 1,
the second chapter provides a basic introduction to the phonological system of the ,..., .. , .....,.. ,. ,.. .
Dmgaleat verbal system, focusing especially on syllable structure and epenthesis, vowel
harmony and the tone system StJecial attention is given to the relationship betvveen
consonant quality and tone it1 the language. Chapters 3 through 7 attempt to relate the
Central Dangaleat tense, aspect and mood system to the proposals concerning the
development of aspectual categories in Chaille as a whole. In particular, in support of
Wolff's dual hypothesis for the development of imperfective :in present.. day Cha die
languages, I will provide arguments that the two types of imperfective in Central

Dangaleat developed from two separate forms in the proto ..language, namely the PrntoChadic verbal-noun and pluractional forms. Finally, chapter 8 provides a more in-depth

analysis of the way in which consonant..tone interference works in Central Dangaleat,
focusing on certain more problematic forms and further defining the relative ordering
the various tone rules in the language.
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CHAPTER!

INTRODUCTION

1.,

.Aims and Organization

The subject of this thesis is the verbal system of the Central Dangaleat, a . . . .

JULll,Ji\\.ll-Jl.V

language spoken in central Chad. The purpose is, first of all, to provide a general ove1view
of the Central Dangaleat phonological system and, second, to describe the tense, aspect

and mood system of Central Dangaleat and to relate it to various proposals concerning the
tense, aspect and mood system of Proto .. Chadic and the development of aspectual
categories in present-day Cha.die languages.
The goal of chapter 2 is to provide a basic introduction t

, 1 ~- !lttological S"Jstem

of the Central Dangaleat verbal system, focusing especially on~ ,table structure and

epenthesis, vowel harmony and the tone system. Special attention is given to the
relationship between consonant quality and tone in the language.
Chapters 3 and 4 provide a general introduction both to the tens~, aspect and

mood system of Cw.tral Dangaleat and to the proposals concerning the development of
aspectual categories in Chadic as a whole. The purpose of chapters 5 through 7 is to

demonstrate tne relationship between the n1~te general proposals for Chadic and
Central Dangaleat system.

l

2

f'inally, chapter 8 provides a more in-depth analysis of the way
consonan.t. .tone inte1ference works in Central Dangaleat, focusing on certain morn
problematic forms and further defining the relative ordering of the various tone rules
language.
While there is a relative wealth of information available on Westem Dangale~t and
Eastern Dangaleat; nothing has ever been published on the central dialect. Furthem1ore,
those works that do exist in Western and Eastern Dangaleat are almost pm·ely descriptive
in nature. 1 This work goes beyond previously published accounts both in the attempt to

e,q1lain to some degree how the phonological system of the language operates and to
relate the tense, aspect and mood system of Central Dangaleat to the more general

proposals fox the development of aspectual categories in Chaille as a whole.
Z.

Time, Place and Conditions of Research

The fieldwork for this study was accomplished in Chad from October 1992 to
March 1994, in conjunction with our work with the Summer Institute of Linguistics.
Dmiug this time a total of about 14 mt r1.ths wa.s spent in. the Dangaleat village of KouboAdougoul, 40 kilometers to the west of Mongo in the Guera prefecture. '"The time in the
village was divided between language learning, language analysis and working with two

different translation committees. The analysis is based on a c)orpus ofjust under l 000

1

The one exception is Wolffs (1989) relativelybtie£: but thought provoking
review ofEbobisse (1979). Th.e subject ofEbobisse's work is Eastern Dangaleat.

3

words, including over 500 verbs, and a total ofthnteen texts (including
dialogues and short stories).

341 The Dangaleat People

The Dangaleat call themselves dayt'd. 2 They occupy the Dangaleat Canton
Bitkine Subprefecture h1 an area known as 'The Guera' in central Chad (see maps

Appendix A). According to the 1993 government census thert? are just under 30,000
Dangaleat living with.in the canton. There is also a sizable population of Dangaleat living
outside the traditional ru:ea, mostly in the towns of Bitkine and Mongo) as well as in
Chad's capital city of N'Djamena. There are fourteen officially recognized Daugaleat
villages, the largest ofwhlch is Korl>o with a population of nearly 8,000 (1993 c.ensus). 3

Other villages with. at least l 000 inhabitants include Bara, Barlo'.) Korlongo, KouboAdougou~ Tchafo... Ideba and Tchalo-Zoudou.

The Dangaleat are primarily agriculturalists. During the rainy season the men grow
millet or sorghum, together with smaller quantities of com and rice. The women grow
peanuts, grotmd peas (Voandzeia subterranea), sesame and okra. In the period

immediately following the rainy season the men grow a variety of sweet potatoes in low
lying areas that are flooded during the rainy season. Later still they plant tomatoes, also
low lying area.s. The village of Koubo-Adougoul is especially known fm- its tomatoes.

2
3

ddyal in Western Danga.leat

The 1993 census lists a total 44 villages in the Dangaleat canton. For villages
be officially recognized, however, they must have a village cbief assigned by the canton

chief.

4

Throughout the year the women gather plant food and firewood. Men and women, as

as many children, herd livestock (primarily goats). Men also work as weavers or tailoo;
women often make pottery.
4.,

Tbe Dangaleat Language
The Dangaleat themselves call their language da!Jlii. 4 CJteenberg (1963) refers

the language as Karbo; however, this is simply a variation on the name of the ~in
Dangaleat village, whlch fa officially named Korbo. Elsewhere in the literature, the
language is commonly referred to either as Dangaleat or .Dangla (cf NeMnfill 1990).
According to Nevvman (1990:4), the complete classification ofDangaleat is as in (1).

(1)

Phylum
Afroasiatic

Family
Chadic

Branch
East

Subbranch

G1·oup

B

Dangla

Subgroup
a

Other languages that are in the same subgroup include Eidiya, Migama, Jegu and
~If.
i.v.: i !',

\(till. 5

Orthography
In this thesis I will generally make use of the standard Inte111ational Phonetic
Association (IPA) characters. The one exc~ption is that I 'vVJl use the character y, instead

of.J for the median palatal approximant. In regard to vowels, c~utral D2:ngaleat has seven

-~---------4

The name of the language (dd'y la in Western Dangaleat) is actually

singular form of the more general name ddyal.
5
Alio has produced a grammar and lexicon for Bidiya (1986 and to
Jm1graitluuayr has published a lexicon for Migama ( 1992).

UUIU'"-'Ul:ll

5
6

contrasting short and long vowels ( cf. Fedry 1971b: lff and Ebobisse 1978: 15), as

In word. medial position, however, the contrast between the various vowels is .,,.....,,.,,,,...y..
non. . existent; with ve1y limited exceptions, only the high vowels occur

this . , . . . . ,....,. .

r,.,,B

'!\.,JJJ.

before a bilabial consonant and i elsewhere). 7
(2)

Long vowels

Short vowels

i

u
e

u:

i:

o:

e:

0

a:

a

The various consonants in Central Dangales.t are as in (3 ).

(3)

,r:iiHTIWM

am

:w,,

Plosive -voiceless
-voiced
F1icative - voiceless
-voiced

_!i:!-!Plosive9

--Nasal
_Apfroximant
Lateral
-Trill or flap 10

--·-

Bilabial
p

Alveolar

PalataI8

t

C

Velar
k

b

d
s
z
cf
n

J

g

6
m
w

--

1

---

f
J1
y

IJ

--

·-

-----·_,

r

6

Although Montgolfier (1973) did not distinguish between eh· or oh
dictionary of the Eastem Dangaleat, Fedry (in Abbakar 1975: 11) argues that
difficult to find many minimal pairs, the contrast is relevant for Eastem as well as
Dan.galeat. The same could be said of Dangaleat as a whole. In the n• rni::ii-v.,tri.v•.1r
(Jenet1ative Phon.ology, o and e have the feature +ATR (advanced t011gue
and e have the feature -ATR.
7
11te o:nly known exceptions to this rule are a limited .,,,.
(such as tamddtum 'tomato')) and the Imperative Plural fomiation
addecl (for example, bfronte 'Show us~').
8
Fedry (197lb:32) states that the consonant c in Dan.galeat is
an uuuu..
n.or a 1:>alatalized consonant, but rather "une occlusive dorso palata.le, le dos
touchant directe11hent le palais dur. ,,

~lWUl.Vl!.l/;':;;.ll!I..

·-rw

V.::1\l..'w.!.J!l.

01

1tvt.h-t.>.11"

.t.'I.IU"'""·

6

The three tones in Central Dangaleat are represented as in (4).

(4)

_J:!i~_to_n_e___,
Mid tone

,,

Low tone

4.. 2

Dialectical Differences
Although only Western Dangaleat and Eastern Dangaleat are normally mentioned

:in the literature (cf. Fedry 1974; Nevvman 1990:4), recent smvey work and comparative
studies would indicate that at least a three-way distinction is called for (Bagwell, Bebb and
Chesley 1992). 11 hl regard to tone distinctions, Central and Basten:. Dangaleat stand in
contrast to Western Dangaleat. In other ways, however, Central Dangaleat is much closer
to Western Dangaleat.

Ferny (1974) was the first to note the "systematic inversion of tone" between
Western and Eastern. n!!llgaleat. He demonstrated that a word with the surface tone
pattern low-low in Western Dangaleat regularly has the pattern bigh..high in Eastern

9

There is some debate regarding whether or not implosives in Dangaleat and in

Chadic as a whole should be characterized as voiced or not. Contrary to Ladefoged's
(1964:6) claim that implosives may generally be characterized by a "mode particulier de
vibration des cordes vocales," Camochan (1952, as quoted by Fedry 197lb:46) claims
that experimental evidence from Hausa demonstrates that implosives in this language are
realized without vibration of the vocal cords.
10

Although further research is needed, Central Dangaleat seems to pattern vvith
Western Dangaleat in that the t:dlled rand the flapped rare in free variation (cf Fedry
l97lb:60). With some words, however, one or the other pronunciation is preferred,

perhaps due to influence :from Arabic. In Eastern Dangaleat the t1illed. r and the .flapped r
are separate phonemes (Montgolfier 1973: 10; Fedry 1974:5).
11

Fr. Serge Semm·, previously with the Catholic mission in Korlongo and now
working in N'Djamena, was the first to point out the existence of three distinct dialects. It
is possible that the three Dangaleat languages do not constitute one language at all, rather
two (Eastern Dangaleat versus Western/Central Dangaleat).

7

Dangaleat, as demonstrated in (5a). A word vvith the surface tone ....

11
°'1c ·""...n

high.,,low..low) in Westem. Dangaleat, on the other hand, predictably has the

vur-o--JJ.AA

mid (or low-low..mid) in Eastern Dangaleat, as in (5b). In terms of these basic tone
pattems, Central Dangaleat p attems with Eastern Dangaleat. 12
(5)

Western

make
aale
a.rme
bugume
ale
eele
amse

a.

b.

ablre

Eastern and
Central

make
aale
arme
bu ume
ale
eele
amse
ablre

'to pound'
'to attach'
'to lack'
~to silence'
'to cry'
'to pass the day'
'to mix'
'to blow'

In addition to the systematic inversion of tone between the Western Dangaleat and

Central/ Eastern Dangaleat, there are differences in the number and types of tone as well.
Central and Eastern Dangaleat have three surface tones (high, mid and low). Western
Dangaleat, however, has only two surface tones, but allows for complex tones or tone
glides (high-low and occasionally low-high).
Although the Central and Eastern Dangaleat pattern together in tenns of surface

tone patterns, lexically and morphologically Central Dangaleat is much closer to the
Western Dangaleat. For example, there are 161 verbs in my data base that corre!,1JOnd to

12

Although Fedcy's initial comparison was bernreen Western Dangaleat and
Eastern Dangaleat, the general inversion of tone between Westem Dangaleat and Central
Dangaleat is even more striking, due to the much higher percentage of apparent cognates
and the fact that the phenomenon of consonant-tone interference operates in a parallel

fashion in both Western Dangaleat and Central Dangaleat.

8

the pattern (C)VCV. Comparing these fonns in Central and Westem ,,..,«=ri~•JL·"'"''"'

apparent lexical cognates could be found (96 percent). Comparing Centnd
Dangaleat, however, only 118 apparent lexical cognates could be found (73
Morphologically, disregarding the tonal anomalies, the verbal systems of Western
Central Dangaleat are almost identical TI1ere are a number of significant differences7
however, in relation to the Eastern Dangaleat, as illustrated in (6) with the wol'd pile
which. means 'to open'. 13

(6)

Infinitive
Perfective
Perfective Past
Durative
Durative Past
Durative Iterative
Durative Iterative Past
Habitual
Imperative
Imperative Durative
4..3

Western
pile

1Ja p11e
JJa pilte

tJa p11aw
1Ja pillyo

1Ja pilguwe
IJa ptlglyo
1Ja p11a
p'ihi

Central
plle
tJa plle
1Ja plltf
IJa pllaw
1Ja pll1yo

Eastern
pUe
JJa plle

:ua pllg1y6
ua plla

1Ja pUaawe

pUu

pllu

ua ya pHguwe 1Jaa pllaawe
JJa pna

pHaawu

Previous Research

As mentioned above, the subject of this thesis is Central Dangaleat, which has not
previously been described. In regard to Western Dangaleat and Eastern Dangaleat,
however, much work has been done. For example, a dictionary for both. W~stem
Dangaleat (Fedry 1971c) and Eastern Dangaleat (Montgolfier 1973) has been produced,
both of which are over 350 pages in length. 14 In addition, Fedry has published a phonology

13

The va:dous forms for Western Dangaleat are from Fedry 1971c and the
for Eastern Dangaleat are from Ebobisse 1979.
14
F edry' s dictionary ( 1971 c) includes a brief grammatical introduction,

9
..,, •.,., ...,,,.,.;c

Dangaleat ( 1971b), two comparative studies ( 1974

other articles (1969, 1971a, 1981). Ebobisse's work

focused on Easte:m

JL§~J}.Ji,.1/_:#',f<J/,.,,_,.,.(,H,.,

including a study of the verbal morphology ( 1979), a list of verbs ( 1987) and
. . . . , ,. . ..,. . . . . . . (1978, 1980, 1985). More recently, Shay (1994) has published a brief
complementation and modaJity in Eastern Dangaleat Finally, two collections
have been published (Akov.ya 1983 for Western Dangaleat and Djimet 1978
Dangaleat) and two primers intended to help educated Dangaleat leant_ to read and
their language (Abbakar et al. 1975 and Sopoye 1982, both for Eastern Dangaleat).

CBAYfER2
OVERVIEW OF CENTRAL DANGALEAT

In the analysis of the Central Dangaleat verbal system it is helpfitl to gmup verbs
according to their swface syllable structure and tone patterns, as represented in ( 1).

(1)

Syllable
~~ structUl'e
High-High CV
(c)vcv
(c)v:cv
(c)vccv
(c)vcvcv
(c)v:cvcv
(c)vccvcv
Mid-Low
(c)vcv
(c)v:cv
(c)vccv
(c)vcvcv
(c)vccvcv
cvv
Low-Mid
(c)vcv
(c)v:cv
(c)vccv
(c)vcvcv
Low--Low
(c)vcv
(c)v:cv
(c)vccv
(c)vcvcv
Tone

Infinitive

te

'to eat'

bfre
g6:te

'to pass'
'to cover'
'to lack'
'to be silent'
'to heal'
'to envy'
'to flee'
'to pour out'
'to grind'
'to hammer'
'to fill'
'to kill'
'to draw'
'to show'
'to confuse'
'to dig'
'to swallow'
'to follow'
'to clear'
'to stand on tip ..toe'

arme
bugume
da:w{ye
garmfae
gacfe
bo:be

5rfe
kokid'e

g6mpife

dee
cfece.
ga:re

amse
eclre
s}cfe

a:ae
saycfe
JBklcfg

In this chapter I 1uopose that de~1)ite the wide diversity of syllable and tone 11attems
represented :in the surface forms in ( l ), all Central Dangaleat verb stems may be

10

11
1

to only one vowel ( either long or short) and up to three non-initial consonants. I.,.,............. ,'"'·'-'""'

furthermore that each verb form is marked underlyingly either by a low tone or no

all.
'Iltls chapter is organized into four main sections. The first section describes
syllable structure constraints that operate in the language and the methods that are

employed to correct underlying syllable &1ructure patterns that ru:e disallowed in the
surface manifestation. The second section desc1ibes two word level mies: a rule of vowel

harmony and a rule of word final devoicing. Tue third section describes the basic tone
system in Central Dangaleat. Finally, section four describes the relationship between

consonant quality and tone.

lo Syllable Structure

In the analysis of Central Dangaleat syllables presented here I will atten:qJt to
follow the Prosodic Theory of syllable structure as developed in Ito 1989. The Prosodic
Theory, as applied to Central Dangaleat, is based upon the follmving general principles

and parameters of prosody:

1

fu. considering the various types of UF' s in Central Dangaleat, it should be
mentioned that the UF's of the vast majority ofCentralDangaleat verbs (around 95
percent) follow one of three patterns: either (C)VC-, (C)V:C.. or (C)VCC-. As for the
verbs of the type CV:, scholars agree that there are a. total ofless than ten such verbs
Dangaleat (cf. Fedry 1971c and Ebobisse 1979). Verbs of the type (C)V:CC or (C)VCCC
are more common; however, many of them are either botTowed words or are composed
more that on.e morpheme.

12
1. The Maximality principle holds that "units are of maximal size, within

constraints on their form" (Prince 1985 as quoted in Ito 1989:219).
2. The Directionality parameter dictates that "syllable mapping prrn:~eeds

directionally from left to right or from right to left" (Ito 1989:220).
3. Finally, the principle ofExtraprosodicity allows that a segment at the edge

prosodic domain can. be mled extrametrical

Building upon the general principles of prosody outlined above,

Ito argues that

''sylla.bification is based on templates and wellformedness conditions" (1989:221). As an
example of a syllable template,

Ito gives the syllable template CVX for Cairen.e Arabic,

where the 'X' in the coda position indicates that the coda position may optionally be filled
either by a consonant or a vowel. Ito lists three types ofwell-fonnedness conditions, as

follows:
1. The Sonority Sequencing principle dic.:ates that in any syllable "there is a
segment constituting a sonority peak that is preceded and/or followed by a sequence of
segments with progressively decreasing sonority values" (Selkirk 1984: 116 as quoted in

Ito 1989:221).
2. The Onset Ptinciple "serves as a guiding principle for syllabification throughout
the derivation so that onsetless syllables are avoided whenever possible''.' (Ito 1989:223).

Ito adds that "'many languages strengthen the Onset Principle 'Avoid onsetless syllables' to
the Strict Onset Piinciple 'Onsetless syllables are impossible'," Ito suggests th.at the
domain in which all syllables must satisfy the Onset Principle "starts from the head ...

13

the initial syllable" (1989:237). Hence, according to the theory, a language may

"llillP11','l(b1!it

onsetless syllables in the word foitial position, but still adhere to the Strict Onset

Principle. 2
3. Finally, the Coda Filter restricts those segments th.at may occur in the
the syllable.
In introducing the above principles, Ito states that "syUable templates and sonority theory

characterize syllable-internal wellfonnedness, while the onset p.rinciple and the coda filter
also have transsyllabic consequences'' (1989:221).
1.1 The Syllable Template in Central Dangaleat

The maximal template for Central Dangaleat syllables may be represented as
CVVC, where the sequence VV may only be lined to a single vowel quality. This template
encompasses the four types of syllables illustrated in (2). 3 Note that with a word such as

ase, the Onset Principle dictates that the syllable boundary be located before the s. Hence,
the word initial syllable of the verb
(2)a.

b{.re
C.

b. cvv

CV

a.se

eve
ar.me
say.de

2

ase is composed of only one segment (the vowel a).
a:.cfe

'to come'
'to pass'

ga:.re
d,

i;to lack'
'to clear'

'to follow'
'to show'

cvvc
e:m.ga
b6:b.t{

'ate if
'poured out'

Ito acknowledges that omitting the onset in the word-initial syllable "does

follow straightforwardly from the theory" (1989:237).
3
Syllables of the type CVVC occur almost exclusively in words composed

than one morpheme. Also, I am presenting VC syllables as a subtype of the pattem
etc.
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Syllable

With the exception of word. .initial position, onsetless syllables are impossible
Central Dangaleat. Hence, Central Dangaleat adheres to the Strict Onset Principle.
addition, vowel clusters are not permitted. In the course of a de1ivation, therefore,
distinct vowels are juxtaposed, a problem of syllabification results. For instance, fu

,._,,...,.,UI. ...... ,......

Dangaleat, when a suffix that begins with a vowel is added to a verb stem that ends in a
vowel, just such a situation arises, as illustrated in (3). 4

(3)

a.

---------·
Progressive
I stem-PROG/

b. Plui-al Imperative
/ stem(IMPBR)-IMPER.PL/

de: 'to kill' 5 te: 'to eat'
/de:-aw/

/te:-aw/

/da-o/

lta-01

The Strict Onset Principle dictates that a wol'd such as *de.·aw is non well..fonned in the
language. For this reason, some sort of 'repair' strategy is needed to btfag the word into
conformity with the well-formedn.ess constraints of the language.

In Central Daugaleat, the repair strategy is to add an epenthetic consonant between
the two vowels, as illustrated in ( 4) and (5). Note that with the verb

ase

(which means 'to

come'), no epenthetic consonant is needed, since the verb itself ends in a consonant. With
the verbs that end in a vowel (such as de.'), however, the insertion of an epenthetic

4

The motphemes . . a and .. aw are the only morphemes in Central Dangaleat

system that begin with a vowel AU other morphemes begin with a ()otisonant and hence
do not trigger consonant epenthesis.
5
There are two allomorphs of each of the verbs that end in a vowel in Central
Dangaleat. The allomorph that ends in an a is used with the Habitual, Imperative and
Hortative forms and the ee (ee) allomorph is used elsewhere.
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consonant ( w) brings the word into conformity with the wel1-f01medness

..,'VJl.... ,.::,.,.JLUJl!U!.11,,;::f

language.

(4)a. Underlying Fonn

~as-o/

/da-o/

/stem-IMPER PL/

IMPER •Il\iiPER.PL/

.. --------i-,~_aw
__o__

b. _Epenthesis
C. Other ntles

(5)a. Underlying Fonn

__ ____ ___
,

/ ste

.

aso

dawo

/as-aw/

/da:-aw/

__________________

__,_,_/stem. .PROG/

/stem-PROG/

b. _E:e~nthesi~------------d_e:w_a_w_ _ _ _ _,
C.
Other rules
asa.w
I de:waw
The complete list of those verbs that pattern with de: in Central Dangaleat are
listed in (6). Although they are few in number, they are important in that they are used

such everyday tasks as eating, drinking and giving birth. 6
(6)

Plural

Infinitive7
cf€:
te:
de:
fa:
ne:
ss:
ws:

erative

cfawo
tawo
dawo
lawo
nawo
sawo

wawo

Pro essive

d.'€:wa.w
te:waw
ds:waw

'to smell'

ls:waw
ng:waw
se:waw
ws:waw

'to place'

'to eat'
'to kill'

'to be ripe'
'to drink'
'to give birth'

6

Given the dictionaries that are available in both Western and Eastern Dangaleat,
the list of verbs in (6) may be exhaustive. According to Ebobisse (1987: 123), Eastern
Dangaleat has nine mono~yllabic vel'bs. Fedry 1971c) lists eight for Westen1
8,(\.,.
Only seven of these forms occur in Central Dangaleat, however.
.AJ' ...........,..., .....,,.....

7

Although fu.:rther research is needed, the Infinitive form of this class of verbs
would appear to be identical to the underlying form. In this case the marker of the
Infinitive of verbs of this class would be a zero allomorph.
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Syllable Coda

Any consonant but an. implosive may occm in the coda of the syllable

Form
gaw.ne

Coda
-Semivowels

.say.cfe

Approximants

---

Nasals
Voiceless
Obstnients
Voiced
Obstments

ar.me

'to cultivate'

!;to clear'

-

cfe1J.ge:

'to fack'
'to spoir
'to confuse'
'to barricade'

6s.ke
ntt.k€

'to arrange'
'toj~'

d(g.tf

tto be numerous'

bo:b.ga

(.poured it out'

dal.de

am.se

·-

Examples with an implosive in the coda position such as the hypothetical examples in (8)
are unattested.

(8)

Implosiv~
Cod~.

Fonn

*6<.fne
*b{Jt(

In the case of Central Dangalea.t there is evidence to suggest that the fact that there
are no examples of impfosives in the coda of the syllable is due not to a restriction on

segments may be syllabified into the coda position (a Coda Filter), but rather to a sound
change that takes place after ID) implosive has been in fact syllabified into this position.
Note that with the exm1:ples saya:t and gdtke (10), the implosive consonant d' is
syllabified into the coda position, but is realized in the surface manifestation as a voiceless

plosive (t). The relevant rule may be formalized as in (9).
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(9)

Loss of Laryngeal F,eatures
C ]cr

+
Laryngeal
I

[+ constricted glottis]

( l O)

a. Underlying Form
b. Loss of
La!)'llgeal Features
c. Other rules

/saya-e/

/say-a-a/

/stem. .INF/

/stem-HAB/

/gad'-e/
/stem. . JNF/

sayat
saycfe
'to clear'

saya.t

gacfe
'to flee'

/gaa-ke/
/stem-2FS/
gatke

- ------gatke

1.. 4 Vowel Epenthesis

The maximal syllable template of Central Dangaleat (CVVC) does not permit
syllables of the type CVCC or CCVC. For this reason, a problem of syllabification l't;Sults
whenever an underlying f01m contains a series of three (or more) juxtaposed consonants.
In Central Dangaleat this occurs wh.enever a suffix thac begins "With a consonant is added

to a verb stem that ends in a consonant cluster. Tvvo such examples are given in (lla). In

each case!/ when the suffix is added, the fin.al consonant of the verb stem cannot be
syllabified either with the preceding syllable ( *tawk. te) or the syllable that follows

( *taw. kte ). In Central Dangaleat, this problem of syllabification is resolved by the

insertion of an epenthetic vowe~ as demonstrated in (1 lb). 8 The function of the epenthetic
vowel is to 'repair~ tb.e syllable structure in accordance with the syllable template of the
language.

8

The epenthetic vowel is i, unless the following consonant is labial, in which case
the vowel is u.
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(11)

/' -ams-t{/
/' -tawk-te/
a. Underl~g__fo_nn_~_IP._RF_~_. . s_tt_em_-__l_P~ex!
__I_P_RF__-_st_e__m__-P_s._T/
b. Epent_h_es_is_9_ _-4--'_ta_w_kite
'ams,_it1_,._
c. Other rules
taw.k{.te
am.s{.t{
'to resemble us:- 'to c.onfuse us'

That the vowel in the word medial syllable of a word such as tdwk(te is not a

of the underlying form of the verb stem or the tvvo suffixes is demonstrated by the fonus
(12) and (13). The vowel in question is only present when the conditions for epenthesis
are met.

(12)

a. Underlying form
b. Surface form
(13)

-·a. Un4erlying fo1m
b. Surface form

Infinitive
/tawk . . e/
/sten1-INF/
taw.ke
IP pronoun
/bir-te/
/stem. . lPex/
bfr.te

Progressive
/tawk-aw/

Habitual
/ta.w-a-k/

/stem-PROO/

/stem-HAB/

taw.kaw
Past
/bir-t(/
/stem..PST/
bfr.t(

tawak
q

There ic, one obvious difference between the infmitive verb fmms in the two
columns in ( 14). All of the verbs have the same number of non-initial consonants, but they
differ in the number ofvowels. Ignoring the final vowel (e/e) that marks the

Juuuu,..,,_ ...,,._

of the verbs in t]ie first column only have one vowe;~ whereas all of the verbs in the second

9

Note that with the verbs in ( 11 ), the epenthetic vowel is located between tl\e
second and third consonants (CCiC). This would suggest that the Directionality
in Central Dan.galeat is set from lefl:--to ..right. When the second vowel in the cluster
nasal consonant (CNC), however, the epenthetic vowel is located between the first
seco'i!d consonants (CiNC), as in dr(mt( 'lacked' or el{nt( 'disgusted'. Hence,
Dire~tionality a.lane is not sufficient to predict the location oftl1e epenthetic vowel
instance. More research is needed.

fl.,fll'!r'011"n,:i.it,<'.;I,-··
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column have two. Furthermore, witl1 th.e verbs in the second column, the .-......... ,u._. ....,

always either i or u (u before a bilabial consonant and i efaewhexe). 10
(14)

-ozbe
6ske
retks

amse
cfs1Jgs

arn1e
dalde
gawne
saycfe

cvccv
'to stir up a fire'
'to arrange'
'to jump'
'to confuse'
'to barricade'
'to lack'
'to spoil'
'to cultivate'
'to clear'

bugume
apUe

ozlle
m6aire
pf'ffre

amlle
kun{ye

pilfye
6r{ye

cvcvcv
'to be silent'
'to reimburse'
'to worship'
'to considel''
'to give a lot'
'to tum'
'to take place'
'to consider'
'to cry out'

Despite the difference at the surface level between the verbs in the two columns
above, I propose that the underlying forms of all roots in Central Dangaleat have only one

vowel and up to three non-initial consonants. If this is so, then tl1e second vowel

a word

such as bugume is not a part of the underlying form. but rather is an epenthetic vowel.
There are at least three reasons for arguing fort this position. First, both the existence and
the quality ofthe word medial vowel is always predictable, as will be demonstrated below

(see ( 18)). Because it is predictable, tl1ere is therefore no inherent. reason why the word
medial vowel must be present in the underlying fonu The second reason for arguing
the word medial vowel in a word such asfdUye ls not a part of the underlying

is

macle clear by comparing the various forms in (15). Note in the Habitual forms, there is 110
difference between the two verb classes.

10

The ntle whereby i becomes u before a bilabial consonant apparently
only to epentl1etic vowels ( cf. c(m.e 'to pull' and {p6_,e 'to resemble').

"'l!JIIJ''~""lc:l
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(15)

Infinitive

cvccv
-gawne
am1e

Habitual

cvcvc

gawan
-- aram

nHkB

i--

retak

Infinitive

cvcvcv

Habitual

cvcvc

-

JaHye

Jalay

amlle

amal --bugam

bug-time

If one posits that the word medial vowel in a. word such asfdltye is a part of the

underlying form of the verb stem, one is forced to explain why it is no longer evident in
the Habitual form

It: however, the vowel in question is not a part of the underlying fo~

no explanation is needed, It d.oesn't drop out because it wasn't there to begin with< It is

added where needed according to the syllable structure constraints of the language.

The final argument for the epenthesis analysis relates to the two ways in which
Singular Imperative is marked in Central Dangaleat 1:'he marker of the Singular
Imperative in Central Dangaleat is either -u or -a- depending on the twe of verb stem, as
demonstrated in ( 16).

Singular

(16)
Infinitive

erative

bfre

bfru

gacfe

bo:be

gacfu
Ja:wu
bo:bu

am1le

amal

btigume

bugam

Ja:we

--::c--r-::~~---

~Pass!'
'Flee!'
'Walk!'
'Pour!'
'Reconcile!'

'Move forvvard!'
'Leave!'
'Be quiet!'

the word medial vowel is a part of the underlying fom1, orti must
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difterent types of verbs, both (C)VCC and (C)VCVC. Of course, as with the

JlJ!.IQI..IJ'Ai!,Y.(1.\111.

fonns, a separate rule is also needed to explain why the vowel m. the underlying form
not present at the surface level
The argument that all Central Dangaleat verb stems underlyingly contain only one
vowel is based upon the premise that the presence or absence of other vowels is
predictable. Retummg to the two lists of verbs, repeated in ( 17), and focusing on the
non,..initial consonants, note that with the verbs that pattern with gdwne, the second
consonant (n) is never more sonorant than the first (w). 11 With verbs that pattem

jdhye, however, the second consonant (y) is always more sonorant than the first(!).
(17)

UF

'to trap'
'to arrange'
'to jmnp'
'to confuse'
'to barricade'
'to la.ck'

'to spoil'
'to cultivate'
cto clear'

ozb

Infinitive

ozbe

Infinitive

ozHe

ozl

'to worship'

aplle

apl
bu.gm
mocfr
pfr
aml

'to reimburse'
'to be silent'
·to consider'

kuny

'to take place'

Jaly
ory

'to consider'
'to cry out'

osk

oske

rctk
ams
cfs:lJg
arm

nHke

hugume

amse

mocfire

cfeIJgB

p1Jfre

dald.

dalde

gawn

gawne

saycf

saycfe

arme

UF

amHe
kunfye
1al{ye
6r{ye

'to give a lot'
~to depart'

This suggests that Central Dangaleat has a constraint barring words of the type *bugrne

5

where the second of the two juxtaposed consonants is more sonorant than the first. This
constraint may be formalized as in (18) and applies as in (19) and (20). Note that with the

words zerle and dtpe in (19) the two juxtaposed consonants are equally sonorous.

11

I assume the foUowing ascending sonmity scale: obstruents, nasals, laterals

trills/flaps, and semivowels.
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Therefore the Sonority Sequence Constraint is not violated and no . . . u ..

.,.u.,J!J\.'\,/Qdl'b'

added.
( 18)

Sonority Sequence Constraint

*CxCy where sonority of Cx < sonorii-y of Cy
(19)

a.. Underlying Fonn

(20)

/verb stem..,INF/
b. Epenthesis
c. Other rules
a. Underlying Form
/verb stem-INF /
b. Epenthesis
c. Other rules

/arm-e/
'to lack'
-·

/saya-e/
'to clear'

saycfe
/Jaly-e/
'to consider'
~

Jaliye
1auye

/atp-e/
'to be mature' 'to vvatch'
--.
-.

/zerl-e/

----

arme

zerle

a.tpe

/aml-e/
'to leave'
amile

/apl-e/

/bugm-e/

'to reimburse'

'to be silent'
bu~ume

amUe

apile
ap)Je

bugume

It should be pointed out that the sonority sequencing constraint as stated in (18) stands

opposition to Ito's (1989:221) claim that sonority theory is limited to syllablenintemal
wellformedness. In Central Dangaleat, the Sonority Sequencing constraint clearly has

transsyllabic consequences.
Although the Sonority Sequence Constraint in Central Dangaleat is highly
productive, it must be acknowledged that there is some variation with certain verbs, as in
(21.). In some cases, as with the verb t6t{re, three alternate pronunciations are possible

at least some speakers. The majority of verbs pattern with rfukiime, however, in that only
one pronunciation is possible.

totfre

.Altemate forms
t6tre
toMr~

am'He

amMe

amle

Japtle
d\ikume

1ap~le
*d\ik6me

*Japle
*cfukme

b1Jfre

*b1f~re

*b{fre

(21)

'to separate'
'to depart'
'to flee'
'to cut'
~to stir up the fire'
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A final phonological constraint in Central Dangaleat disallows a form

semivowels are juxtaposed. When two semivowels are juxtaposed n1 the underlying
an epenthetic vowel is always inse1ted. The relevant constraint may l1e formalized as in
(22) and applies as in (23 ). 12

(22)

Juxtaposed Semivowel Constraint
*CxCy where Cx and Cy are semivowels

(23)

a. Underlying Fonn.
/verb stem. .mfinitive marker/

/a.awy-e/
Gto c
'

/da:wy-e/
'to h.eal'

----------

_b_._E_p___e_nt_h_e_si_s---------1-d'_aw_..,.iy_e._-+·-da:wiy~c. Other rules

cfaw(ye

da:w{ye

2.. Word Level Rules in Central Dangaleat
2cl Vowel Harmony

The marker of the Infinitive in Central Dangaleat has two allomorphs: -e and -e.
When one compares the various forms of the Infinitive in (24 ), the conditioning for the
two allomotphs can be clearly seen to be the underlying vowel of the root.

(24)a.

ase
bo:be

gune

ne:ce
d6Hye
b.

be:ne
b~:re
g~ne

nefs

ec(me

'to come'
'to pour'
'to aid'
'to measure'
'to cut down a tree'
'to shine'

'to search as a group'
'to be wom out'
,;to suffocate'
'to protect oneself

24
Although only a few fonns are listed in (24), note that when the marker
-& ,

the stem vowel is always either e or ,? • \Vhen tbe marker of the Infinitive is -e,

however, the &iiem vowel can be ~ny other vowel It is clear, therefore, that the more
general marker of the Infinitive in Central Dangaleat is ·-e, vvith the -e aUommph ...,.'17 ..., ...

-.11JU..f,j<,J

as the result of a rule which has the effect of spreading the feature [+ATR], as represented

in (25).
(2.5)

ATR Spread

Spread the foauue [+ATR] from left to right to any mid vowel
[+ATR]

I·..

.. ~ ~

.

vcv
I

high]
[-low
An example of the application of the rule in (25) apart from the infinitive can be seen wheu

a first person plural in.elusive direct object pronoun is added to a verb such as those listed
in (24b ). As can be seen in (26), the pronoun

te is realized as tf after a vowel with the

feature [+ATR].
(26)

~ de:-te;

g?m-te
_kill
__· _.. _1p_:-.e_xi_P_R_OG__.__-+-_w__e~ar_.o_u_t.._lPexf!~ATR spread de:te
gonte
'killing us'
'wore us out'
Word Final Devoicing

A second word level rule in Central Dangaleat states that an imderlying voiced
·becomes voiceless in word final position. The devoicing rule may be stated as in (27)
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(27)

Loss of Laryngeal Features
C ]woRD

t

Laryu.geal

/alg-e/
/stem-INF/

(28)

c. Other rules

/al-a-g/
/stem-HAB/
alak
a.lge
alak
'to pass the year'

1-

/d"alb-e/
/d'al-a-b/
/stem-INF/ /stem+IAB/
---d'-a-la_p_ __
cfalbe
cfalap
'to tum'

It is evident from words such as d(gt{ and boobga (see (7) above) that the environment

for the devoicing rule is the word boundary and not the coda position of the syllable.

3,, Underlying Ton,2 Patterns

One characteristic of tone in Central Dangaleat is that it has a high mmphological
load. In other words, tone is frequently used to distinguish. between moiphological
I

categories such as singular and plural, perfective and imperfective, etc. The contrast
between the three surface tones in the Central Dangaleat verbal syste~ therefore, can
most clearly be seen by comparing different conjugations of the same verb stem. Three
such forms are listed in (29) and repeated in (30) vAth the addition of a direct object.

(29)a. Infinitive

IJa ya wa:we
'He will show.'

b. Perfect
:ga wa:we
'He showed.'

:ga ya wa:we awgl

b.

'He "Wlll show the goats.'

JJa wa:w awgl
'He showed the goats.'

C.

Plural Imperative
wa:wo
'Show!' (plural)

c. wa:wo awg1
'Show the goats!'
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Although there are three swface tones in Central Dangaleat, I propose that only high and

low tones are Wlderlyingly mal'ked. 13 A given tone bearing unit in Central Dangaleat may

be marked as high tone, as low tone, or, as a third possibility, it may be underlyingly
unspecified fo:r tone.

14

I propose furthermore that tonal features that are left unspecified

underlyingly are filled in by one of three tone rules. The difference between the proposed
underlying form and the surface form of four different forms in Central Dangaleat is

illustrated in (31 ). It is crucial that the effect of the three proposed tone rules in Central
Dangaleat is to fill in those features that are underlyingly unspecified, not to change

underlyingly specified features. In other words the rules are feature-filling, as opposed to
feature ... changing.

(31)

Form
Infinitive
Past Petfective
Infinitive
Plural Imperative

Underlying
Form
ase

as{yo
wa:we
wa:wo

Surface
Form

ase
as[y6
wa:we
wa:wo

'come'
'was coming'
'show'
'Show!' (plura\)

Before introducing the three proposed tone rules in Central Dangaleat:, I will
introduce the framework th.at I adopt for describing the tonal phenomena in Central

Dangaleat. Register Tier Theory (as developed in Snider 1993) divides the form. of tone
:into a tonal tier and a register tier. In this system, a high tone is generally represented as
[+HIGH] tone, [+high] register, where by convention the use of all capital letters is

proposal is specifically for the verbal system of Central Dangaleat. \Vhether
applies for the language as a whole is unknown at this point.
chapter 8 I argue that vowels are the tone bearing unit in Central Dangaleat,

syllables or moras.
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reserved for the tonal feature. A high tone may be graphically represented as .in (32).

15

The

Tone tier and the Register tier are joined at the Tonal Root Node tier, which is in tum
associated to the Tone Bearing Unit tier.

(32)

lligb Tone
+h

+y
µ

Register tier
Tone tier
Tonal Root Node tier

Tone Bearing Unit tier

A low tone in Register Tier Theory is generally represented as [+LOW, +low], as in (33a).
A mid tone may either be represented as [+HIGH, +low] or [+LOW, +high], as in (34b ).
(33)

a .. Low Tone

+1

+v
µ

µ

µ

Given this brief introduction to Register Tier Theory, it is possible to introduce the
three tone rules of Central Dangaleat and give some examples of their application. The
rule of High Tone Spread ma)' be graphically represented as in (34) and applies iteratively.

Note that the association line is dra'Ml from the Tonal Root Node directly to the Tone
11-l~~l-'ll'llR

Unit of adjacent morphemes in either direction. This has the effect of spreading

both the tonal and register features.

15

A
etc.

tone could also be represented as [-LOW, . .fow], a low tone by [-I-ligh,
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(34)

High Tone Spread

a. When the Tonal Root Node is associated to the features [+High, +high], spread
the Tonal Root Node to any adjacent Tone Bearing Unit that is unspecified for
both tone and register.
b.

+h

..

•'

V

V

V

An example of the application of the rule ofHigh Tone Spread is given in (35). In (35a),

note that only the second morpheme (marking past tense) of the underlying form

lbir-(y-o! is underlyingly marked for high tone. In (35b ),the high tone of the second
morpheme spreads to the two adjacent tone bearing units, vv.i.th the result that the word
has the surface tone pattern high-high.
(35)a. Underlying form

b. High Tone Spread

+h

+j
bi

~

r1

yo

bi

r(

yo

/bir--{y-o/
/stem. .PST...PROG/
The rule of Low Register Spread resembles the rule of High Tone Spread, except
register feature [+low] is spread. This is indicated in (36) by the fact that the

is drawn from the register feature to the Tonal Root Node.
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(36)

a.

Low Register Spread

Spread the register feature [+low] to any adjacent tone bearing unlt that is
unspecified for the register feature.

b.

t

V

i

V

V

An example of the application of the rule of Low Register Spread is given in (37). In

(37a), the second morpheme is underlying marked as low tone. In (37b ),the low register
feature spreads to the preceding Tonal Root Node.
(37)a. Underlying form
+l

i

bi

ro

b. Low Register Spread
+l
...·)

. . . ·~f

f r-o

I

bI

/hir-o/
I stem-IMPER.PL/

After the application of the rule of Low Register Spread in (3 7), note that the first
tone bearing unit is specified only for the register feature (+low) and remains unspecified

on the Tonal Tier. This leads to the final tone rule in Central Dangaleat, whlc.h fills in all

tonal features that are still. unspecified underlyingly. Tue default tone mCentral Dangaleat
is high, vvith the same features as the underlying high tone. The mle of Default Tone
Assignment ,~an be formalized as in (38).
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(38)

Default Tone Assignment

Fill in the feature [+IDGH] on the Tonal Tier and [+high] on the register tier
wherever correspo11ding feattu-e values are unspecified.

The application of the rule ofDefault Tone Assignment as applied to the example in (37),

can be seen in (39c).
(39)a.

Underlying form

b. Low Register Spread

+l

r ro

bi

c. Default Tone Assign.

. /1

r

bi

/11 l

+v~

ro

bI

ro

/bir-o/
/stem-IMPER.PL/

The way that the three tone rules apply to the four forms introduced in (31) can ·be

seen in the (40 ). (The asterisk indicates that the tonal feature value for the mid tone has
not yet been filled m. )16

I

(40)

~

Durative
Infinitive
/as-e/

Past
/as-{y-o/

Infinitive
/wa:w-e/

Plural
lrnperativ~
/wa:w-o/

a. Underlying Form
___-_.____a~s_fY_?_______-_____-_-___
~ b. High Tone Spread
c. Low Register Spread
ase *
wa:wo *
as{y6
wa:we
wa:wo
d. Default Tone Assignment ase
Consonant-Tone Interfere.nce
In this section I provide a brief introduction to consonant. .tone interference in
J,i,,, ................. """'"

and to the effect of consonant. .tone interference in the Central Dangaleat verbal

16
<JLILU,IU' " ' " ' " -

8,

For fiuther discussion regarding the ordering of the va1ious tone rules see
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system

pa1ticular. Consonant. . tone interference is not a phenomenon limited to Central

Dangaleat. It has been well documented tluoughout the world in languages as different as
Chinese and the Central Bantu family of languages in Africa (Hombe1t 1975; Hyman
1973). Even in non-tonal languages, it is possible to demonstrate instmmentally the effect
of ce1tain consonants on the 1·elative pitch of a following segment (Hombert 197 5). In
many languages, consonant,tone interference remains a very low··level phonetic feature;
however, in some :instances the effect of consonant-tone interference is gradually
mcot})orated into the phonological system of the language. When this happens, a
non-tonal language can develop into a tonal languag~. According to Hombert (1975), this

is one of the most documented ways in which non-tonal languages develop tonal systems.

Altl1ough the way in which consonant-tone interference works differs somewhat
from language to language, an example of the way in which consonant-tone interference

typically works may be found in the Eastern Chadic language Kera. 17 In this language the

tone on the first syllable of a word is generally predictable based upon the word initial
consonant. If the first consonant is a voiced obstment (s 'depressor consonant'), the
follo\\ting tone will be low, as in (4 la). If the first consonant is a voiceless obstrueut
('non-depressor consonant'), the following tone will be high, as in (41b).

18

Jfthe first

consonant is an h, the following tone may be either high or low, as in (4 lc).

17

The Kera data is from Ebert ( 1976) as cited in Wolif (1984a: 206).
Nasals in Kera also function as non-depressor consonants; however, this is the
exception rather than the role. I follow Wolff ( 1984a) iJJ. using the tem1s ''depressor
'non-depressor consonant'\ etc. Tue term '~non.. depresso.r consonant'' is
18

.,JVJ!J,.,,VLll..lti!.IJ.ll!'.-

,
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1)

Consoaant-Tone Inte:rfo.renc~ i:n Ke:ra

a. depressor consonant
b. :non.. depressor consonant
t~ . .neutral

" .(.
gus

pete

hecfe

hate

'buy'
Gpluck'
'cut'
'learn'

Whereas Kera generally follows the pattern of what one would expect in regard to
consonant...toue inte1ference, this phenomenon in Central Dangaleat has several unusual

characte1istlcs. First, it is the final consonant of the verbal stem in Central Dangaleat that
is relevant iu terms of consonant-tone interference, not the first as in the case of Kera ( and

all the other Cbadic languages referenced by Wolff 1984a). Second, Central Dangaleat
does not have a three way division of depressor consonants, non-depressor consonants
neutral consonants. Rather, there is only a two-way distinction of depress, r verrns

neutral :Finally, normally the class of depressor consonants is limited to non··implosives. In
Central Dangaleat, however, implosives pattern with voiced obstruents in respect !o
consonant-tone interference.
The examples in (42) illustrate the way that consonant..tone interference generally

works m. Central Dangaleat (the depressor consonant is underlined).
(42)

Consommt...tone Intederence in Centrai Dangaleat

,____________
---·-~-----·
gad.'aw
gacra

Undedym~g

- - Form
gacfbo:!2"'
alg..k ok 1_cf-

~<l)lf'lna-r

Infinitive

Durative

Habitual

b6:baw

bo:ba

GtO p0Uf 0Ut'

'to spend the year'
'to hammer'

Basic Gloss
'to flee'

gacfe

b5:Qe

alge

algaw

alak

k-·k-a'o ,.1,.1__e

k-k-cf'
o 1 aw

k-k"
o at

1

misleading, however, in that it implies that th:u.:; class of C·Onsonants are neutral in

consonant-tone interference.
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Note that the general effect of the depressor consonant is to introduce a low tone

011

the

following vowel. With certai11 verbs in the Central Dangaleat Habitual fonn, however,
there is no vowel following the depressor consonant. With verbs ofthls type (tilak imd
kokat above), the low tone introduced by the deprnssor consonant is associated witl1 the

preceding vowel.
The rule of consonant-tone interference in Central Dangaleat may be stated as in
( 43a) and the rule of association for the low tone introduced as a result of consonant-tone
interference is stated in (43b).

(43)

Consonant··Tone Interference

a. If the final consonant of the Underlying Form of a verb base is a depressor
consonant, insert a low tone [+LOW, +low].
· b. Assodate the low tone introduced as a result of consonant-tone interference
from right to left to the first available tone bearing unit (vowel).

The effect of consonant-tone interference in words ending in a vowel is demonstrated in
( 44) and graphically represented in ( 45). Note that the low tone introduced as a 1~~tlt of
consonant-tone interference is associated with the vowel follov~ing the depressor
consonant.

19

a. Underlying Fmm

/verb stem-infinitive marker/
b. Consonant. .tone interference
c. Low Register Spread
d. Default Tone Assignment

19

/gacf-e/
gacfe
gacfe *

gade

/alg-e/
alge
alge *
alge

See chapter 8 for further discussion on rule ordering.
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(45)a. UF

b. CTI

C.

+1

+I
ga

ga

cfe

d.. DTA

LRS

+l

+l

__,_

~

r

ga

cf~

ere*

T~

ga.

ere

The effect of consonant-tone interference vvith a woid ending in a consonant is

demonstrated in (46) and graphically represelllted in ( 47). In. thls instance the effect of the
association rule is to associate the low tone introduced as a result of consonant-tone
interference with the vowel preceding the depressor consonant.
(46)

a. Underlying Form
/verb stem..habitual marker/
b. Conso11ant..tone interference
c. Low Register Spread
d. Default Tone Assignment
e. Other 1ules

(47)a. UF

b.

CTI

ag

al

gaaa *
gada
ga.da
C.

+LI
al

/gad'-a./
gacfa

a.g

/al-a-g/
alag
alag *
alag
alak

LRS

d. DTA

~+y

--),,

ag*

al

ag

+l

/;

CBAPTER3
OVERVIEW ()F THE CENTRAL DANGALEAT VERBAL SYSTEM

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce briefly the different verb forms in
Central Dangaleat, focusing on the way the various forms are marked, as well as the way
they are used. The general organization of the Central Dangaleat tense, aspect and mood
system is the subject of chapter 7. The goal here is simply to provide a general oveiview

as a basis for further discussion.
An example of th~ use of each of the eleven different verbal formations in Central

Dangaleat is listed in (1). The third person masculine singular subject pronoun (ya) and
the future tense marker (ya) are not part of the verb formation itself
(1)

Infinitive
Perfective
Perfective Past
Progressive
Progressive Past
Progressive Repetitive Past
Progressive Repetitive Infinitive
Habitual
Singular Imperative
Plural Imperative
Hortative

tJa ya rawte
tJa rawte

JJa rawt{t{

1J8 rawtaw

l)a rawtf'yo

lJa raw(tg(y6
IJa ya raw{tguwe

'He will forget.'
'He forgot.'
'He forgot.'
'He is forgetting.'
'He was forgetting.'
'He forgot (rep.).'
'He vvill forget (rep.).'

JJa rawat

GHe forgets (often).'

rawat

'ForgetP (sg.)
'Forget!' (pl)
'Let's forget!'

rawto
rawfinte

Before discussing the individual conjugational fol'ms in Central Dangaleat, two
general observations concerning the Central Dangaleat verbal system should be made.
First, although verbs vvith the undel'lying form (C}V:CC- and (C)VCCC- are not
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verbs of the type (C)VCC- in regard both to tone and aspectual marking.
they 'Will not be treated separately in this thesis. The second obsetvation is

1

whether the f01m is in isolation, followed by a pronoun or followed by another word. For
this reason it is necessary to list not only each conjugational type in isolation, but also
object inflected forms and the forms when followed by another word.
1.. The Infm:itive Form

There are two allomorpbs fol' the Infinitive marker in Central Dangaleat: ,.,in before
a pronoun and-e elsewhere. The various forms of the Infinitive in isolation, grouped

according to syllable structure and tone patterns, are as in (2).

1

Not just any word will trigger this change in verb marking. Objects, adjectives
and adverbs, for example, do trigger the change. Prepositions, on the other hand,
not.

Further research is needed to further define the context in which the change occurs.
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(2)

Tone
lligh.,,High

Mid. .Low

Low-Mid

Low..Low

Pattern

Form

CV

(c)vc(c)v:c(c)vcc(c)vcvc(c)vc(c)v:c(c)vcc(c)vcvc(c)vc(c)v:c~
(c)vcc(c)vcvc(c )vc(c)v:c(c)vcc-

bfre

a:J1e

'to pass'
'to mock'

anne
bugume

'to reconcile'
'to be silent'

gacfe
bo:be
alge

'to flee'
'to pour'

kokicfe

bore
ga:re

amse
kablle
slcfe

a:ae
sayue

(c)vcvc.- JeklcfB

'to pass the year'
'to ham.mer'
'to dry'
'to show'
'to confuse'
'to mmmur' - - ~

'to swallow'
'to follow'
'to clear'
,;to stand on tip toes'

The Central Dangaleat Infinitive form is always used following another verb. For
instance, it maybe in the common equi-subject construction, as illustrated :in (3) and (4).
(3)

:ga ba:g-a
~bn-s
he begin...PROG eat..INF
'He is beginning to eat.'

( 4)

tJfi r6ka
as-~
he want-PROG come. .JNF
'He wanted to come. 1

The Infinitive is also used in conjunction with a limited class of auxiliary verbs. For
instance, the negative equivalents of the Perfective and Imperative formations are f01med
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using the auxiliary verbs bal and ak respectively followed by the Infinitive
verb, as illustrated in ( 5) and ( 6). 2
(5)

ta
bal-(t
wa:w-e
she 1'IBG-PAST to choose-INF
'She did not choose.'

(6)

ak

ba~w--e

go..INF
'Don,t go!'

NEG

cfo
NE'J

Jn a parallel type of construction; the Infinitive is used in conjunction with. the auxiliary
verb yet to form a petiphrastic future tense construction, as in (7) and (8). 3
(7)

me

ya

as-~

chief AUX come...INF
'The chief will come.'
(8)

ya (y-~
atay
IJU
they AUX bring-INF wood
'They wm gather wood.'

As a variation of the sentence in (8), when the subject of the sentence is a pronoun, the

auxiliary verb may be dropped. When the subject of the sentence is a full noun, however,
the auxiliary verb is always employed. In (9), the parentheses indicate that the use of the

2

F'or :fiuther discussion of the negative forms of the Perfective and Imperative
formations see Chapter Seven, Section 2 and Chapter Seven, Section 5 respectively.
3
The auxiliary ya used. in conjunction with the Infinitive to form the future tense :in
Central Dmgaleat ls not related to the regular verb 'to go' in Central Dmgaleat (Baawe),
nor is the auxiliaiy ever used apart from the Infinitive (it is not a fiill verb form), Wolff
(1982a:206) is apparently mistaken when he states that the future marker in Easte1n
Dangaleat (iiii) is related to the verb 'to go', which he identifies as daa. According to
Ebobisse (1985) the verb for 'to go' in Eastern Dangaleat is kate, not daa. Montgolfier
(19:60) calls daa an auxiliary verb and Ebobisse (1979:60) calls it a 'verboid'.
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this use of the Infinitive, see chapter 5.)
(9)

atay

1JU
(ya) ty_-e
they AVA bring..JNF
'rfliey will gather WOt.d.'

wood

An important difference between the periphrastic future tense constmction in
Central Dangaleat and in Western Dangaleat and Eastern Dangaleat, is that both
and Eastern Dangaleat have separate sets of ~m.bject pronmms used exclusively in the
periphrastic future tense construction. 4 When the subject of the futme tense constmction
is a pronoun~ the alternate form of the su~ject pronoun is employed and the auxilia1y
that otherwise marks the future tense fonu is systematically omitted. In Central Dangaleat,
however, there is only one difference between the pronouns used with the future tense
construction as opposed to elsewhere: the first person singular pronoun is nd as opposed
to ml, as demonstrated in ( 1O).

I

(10)
Perfective

Progressive

fat sin

ar

3rd sin

nu @:me
'I ate.~

1Ja e:mg

nu e:maw

IJft

'f

'He ate.'

s:maw

................................ ,.......~!. ~~-~.~~~S.:.~.......~!!~.!~. ~~!~S.:.~.........
Future

na ya e:me
'I will eat.'

4

lJa ya £:me
'He will come.'

Whereas normally the subject pronouns fa Western and Easte1n Dangaleat
only a short vowel (ye) tale (East) and ya tdle (West)), vv:itll the future tense form,
vo,vel of the pronoun is long (yiia tdle (East) or yda tale (West)). This is clearly
result of the contraction of the normal subject pronoun with the auxiliary verb marking die
future tense, which is yaa in the West (Fedry 197lc:65) and aa 1.11 the East (Ebobisse
1978:60). The first person singular form is still unique, however, in that the quality of the
vowelitself changes (no tale versus naa tale) (data from Fedry 1974:21).
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Although Central Dangaleat does not have two complete sets of

."'1 .... . , • . . , • .,.,

there are at least three different, though clearly related., sets of object prnnouns used

different formations. One such set is used exclusively with Infinitives. Several examples of
object. .inflected forms of the Infinitive are listed in (11). (For a complete list of the

.,,...-,.u.

object pronouns, see Appendix B.) Note that the fo1m of the Infinitive marker changes
from-e to -in before a pronoun.
( 11)

--

Infinitive
bfr-e

~Ii.th ronouns
bir-Tn-te
'pass us' (in.)
'

gud'-e

bfr-{n... t(
gucf-ln-te

a:cf...{n-t{

'follow her'

ass her'

'hlde ~·-s,-ua-(n. .t( 'hl.de her'
------f-""-----------ga:r ... e
ga:r-ln-te 'show us'
ga:r ..f.n-t{ 'show her'
' cf. .'m- t'e 'follow us'
a:
a:a-e

The Infinitive is somewhat unique among the verbal formations in Central Dangaleat in
th.at it does not change form when followed by another word, as can be seen by comparing

(12) with (8) above.
(12)

!JU

(ya)

fy-e
bring-INF

they AUX
'They will gather.'

2" The Pe:irfective Form
When used in isolation, the Perfective formation in Central Dangaleat closely
resembles the Infinitive, as ca.u be seen by comparing the various fonns in ( 13 ). With the

verbs in the high-high and mid. .low classes, the Perfective differs from the Infinitive only
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5

by tone. The three tone part.ems of the Infinitive are reduced to two vvith

With the verbs in the low-mid and low-low classes, the Pe1fective and Infinitive

are

identical

(13)

Tone
Pattern
High-High
...... aa4

Tone

-~~-----+-----+------'to pass'

Infinitive
bfre

Perfective
bire

a:,p.e

a:J1e

- ~ ,.........- -...

anne

Pattern
Mid-Mid

'to mock'

anne
'to reconcile'
~me,_____....,._'t_o___b_e_S_'il_e~nt_'___

_,_ _ _ _......,t-b_u_..g:::...u_"1_n_e_..__...bu......;-

Mid..,Low

gacte

gacfe
bo:be

a:cfe

a:cfe

'to follow'

say de
1t:k1ae

say de
1e.klae

'to clear'
'to raise'

Low-Mid

'to flee'
bo:be
Mid...Mid 'to pour'
alge
alge
Low-Mid 'to pass the year'
kokicfe
kokicfe
Mid. .JMid 'to hammer'
------+------1--------4,------+----------bore
bore
Low..Mid 'to dry'
Low-Mid
ga:re
ga:re
'to show'
arose
amse
'to confuse'
kablle
kablle
'to murmur'
slcfe
slcfe
Low-Low 'to swallow'
Low-Low

The Perfective formation in Central Dangaleat is used to designate completed or

bounded action. Whether the action is situated in the past, present or future is not in focus.

Two examples of the Perfective formation are as in (14). The low tone on the verb

(d'eete) signals the Perfective fonnation iu hoth sentences. Note that in (14b), when the
Perfective form is followed by another word, the suffix e (e) is no longer present. This is

an important characteristic of the Pe1fective in contrast with the Infinitive, where the
e is invariably present.

5

For fu.rther discussion regarding the tone pe1turbations a.fleeting these forms, see
chapter 5, section 2 aud chapter 8, section 2.2.
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( 14)a.

k(

cfggt~

b.

you

go.out/PRF
'You left.'

ua

cfeet

he

go. out/PRJf

ma:mo
where

'Where did he go?

In. chapter 8, section 2.1, I argue that the finale does not 'mark' the Perfective form per
se;

but rather that it is an epenthetic vowel
That the Perfective form is not used simply when the action is situated in th.e past,

is evidenced by its use in procedural texts. In a procedural text, such as ( 15 ), the use
the Perfective signals the completion of one step in the procedure, in anticipation of
moving on to th.e next step.
(15)a.

na
I

b.

C.

ba:g-e
begin..JNF

ru:f..e
assemble-INF

ya

JJU

tu:f~

once

it

assemble/PRF

;

na

bar{y-e

I

search-INF

d~mbU~!J
large ring

ga:6a
straw

'I begia to assemble the large ring (used for the roof). Once it is assembled? I
look for a special type of straw (for thatch).'
The Central Dangaleat Perfective and Perfective Past formations share a common

set of pronouns (for a complete list see Appendix B). Examples of Perfective fonnation
vvi.th pronouns are as in (16). Note that with forms such as bfrgii an.d gatgii, the -e suffix
that marks the Perfective form in isolation is clearly not present.
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(16)

_

High,nHigh

Perfective
bite

1Vfid-Low

gucfe

-

with pronouns

bfr:Cnte
birga~_.a,

guafnte
gutga

la:cfe

la:afnte

Low. .Mid

ga:r~

Low-Low

a:ae

Ia:tga
ga:rfnte
ga:rga

-

a:afnte
1 a:tga

'pass us'
'~ass him'
'hide us'
'hide him'
'sunound us'
'surround hlm'
'show us'
'showhlm'
~ronowus'
'follow him'

3.. The Perfective Past Form

There are three allomorphs for the Pe1fective Past form in Central Dangaleat:
before a pmnoun, -(t before another word and -t(in the phrase final position. As with the

Perfective fmmation, the basic tone patterns ·with the Perfective Past fonnation aTe also
altered, with the result that verbs in the mid-low class pattern either with the hlgh...hlgh
verbs or the low-mid verbs. The surface form of the Petfective Pa.st conjugation can be

seen in ( 17), in contrast to the Infinitive and Pe1fective.

Infinitive

(17)
High-High

hfre

a:J1e

-

anne
bugume
Mid. .Low

gacfe
bo:be

alge
kokicfe
Low-Mid

---

Low..Low

bore

Perfective
bire

Perfective Past

a:pe
arme

, , t"
a:J11

anntf.'

bugume

bugumt!

gacfe
bo:be
alge

gattt

b(rt{

bore

b6:bt(
algftr
k6k(tt{
bortf

kokrct·e

ga.:re

ga:re

ga:rt(

amse

amse

ams(t{

kabHe ...

kablle
.

sloe

kabllt1

f--

slcfe

a:cfe

a:d·e

sltt{

saycfe

' cf'
say
.e
JEklcfe

a.:tt:C
sayd.Yti'
Jeklttf

Jeklcfe

'to pass'
'to mock'
'to reconcile'
'to be silent'
--'to flee'
'to pour'
'to pass the year:;

'to hammer'
--'to dry'
'to show'
'to confuse'
'to murmur'
'to swallow'
'to follow'

'to cleru.·'
'to raise'
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The Pf.~rtective Past fmmation contrasts with the Perfective, in that the

Past formation is always used to designate action situated in the past, as in (18)
(18)

ij3.

as:ft.

he

came,..PST

ger
home

'He came home.'
(19)

:tJa k61-(t

raki
one

gem
he called-ncir person
'He called. to someone.'

1n the sentences above, note that the form of the Pe1fective Past mru:ker is -it (as(t
and not astl) when a verb marked for Perfective Past is followed by another word. When
a pronoun is added to the Penective Past form, the result is as in (20). Note that the
marker of Perfective Past is realized as .. ii and not -ti m -it when a pronmm is added.

j Perfective

(20)

,

Past

I

with pronouns

High-High !b{~t( -- - 1bfrf:nte
1
~--·--o--bfrf: a

'pass us'

_]?.ass him'
gucf(:nte 'hide us'
gucf{: ga. 'hide him'
1a:tt1
la:cff:nte 'surround us'
- - - - - - - - - -......1.a:dY:ga 'surround him'
ga:rt{
ga:r{:nte 'show us'
Low..Mid
~a:r(:ga ~~how him.:__
Low..Low a:ttf
a:cff:nte 'foUow us'
a:cf{:ga
'followhim'
Mid-Low

gutt{

4. The Progressive Form

The three allomorphs for the Central Dangaleat Progressive fonn are: -i:

pronoun, -a before another word and -aw in phrase final position. Unlike the
and Perfective Past forms, the tone in the Progressive matches that of the Infmitive, as

demonstrated in (21).

a

(21)

----~-Infinitive
Higb.-High

bfre

a:J1e

arme

-------·- ~ume
Mid. .Low gad'e

Progressive
bfraw

a:JlaW

armaw

'to pass~
'to mock~
.'to reconcile

hugurr_i_a_w----11--'t_·o__b_.,e_silen_!~-·-·. ----

gacfaw
'to flee'
bo: be
bo: baV/
'to pour'
alge
alga,w
'to pass the year'
kokicfe
kt5kicfaw
'to hit with hammer'
---~-----}-s------f---·,-------1------.
Low-lvfid bore
boraw
.;to dry'
ga:re
ga:raw
'to show'

amse

amsaw

'to confuse/

kabHe
kabllaw
'to murmu1'
---~--·-.,.··-----·------'--·
-.----Low~Low slcfe
skfaw
'to sballmv'
a:cfe
a:cfaw
'to follow'
sayae
saycfa.w
'to clear>
Jeklcfe:
Je:klaaw
'to raise'
...

--·

The Progressive form indicates unbounded action or action mprogress. Whether
the action is situated in the past, present or future is n.ot iu focus. The use of the
Progressive in (22) indicates that the subject is in the process ofpre.pa:ring boule. 6
(22)

ta

gan-aw

she prepare-PROO
'She is preparing (boule). '

In the text portion in (23), the Progressive form is used in a context that is clearly situated
in the past

6

Boule is the name in French for the main st~ple of the Dangaleat region, a paste
made from millet or sorghum. The Dang&leat name for boule is iinde:. Although the "'Nord
ilnde does not appear in the example above~ the verb gane is only used for the
preparation of this staple.
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(23)a.

b.

lya
finally

lJa
he

C.

.

rJa
he

11a.

he

uc-(t
getup . .PST

ife:t .. thy
leave-PROO

walk-PST-PROG

wer-Ika
place.-there

cfo

from

ger

cfo
to

d'a:w-(y-6

min

home
1Ja
he

ka

taco

of

father~ J.is

cf...a:w~1y-o
.. ..
walk-PST-PROG

(.Finally, h~ got up from the place where he was and leaving for the home of his
father, he was walking and walk.mg.'

When the Progressive formation in Central Dangaleat is followed by another
the final -w marking the Progressive is dropped, as can be seen by comparing the
sentences in (24 ).
(24)a.

lJa

ga:r.. aw

b.

he
show-PROG
'He shows.'

]Ja

ga:r-a
awg'i
he
show-PROG goats
'He sb.ows the goats.'

The pronouns used with the Progressive am distinct from those used with tile Infinitive
and Pe1fective formations. The Progressive m:uker itself with before a pronoun is -i:.
Examples of the object..inflected forms of the Progressive are given in (25).

(25)

with pronouns
High...ffigh
bfr(:te
'pass us'
----~--1-----~-+-b,_IrI:ga 'pass him'
Mid--Low gucfaw
gucf{:te (hid.e us'
Progressive
hfraw

---~--------- _gudl:~~
I..~ow. .Mid

ga:raw

Low..Low

a:cfaw

'hide him'
ga:r{:te 'show us'
ga:rl:ga 'show him'
a:clY:te
~followus'
a:cfl:ga 'followhlm'
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In isolation, the Habitual form in Central Dangaleat is marked by -a, as

demonstrated in (26) below. In verbs with only one no.o...initial consonant, the -a

111>"llfll,!"ilr1l·~'ll

H21bitual form is a suffix. In verbs with two or more non. .initial consonants, however,
marker of the Habitual form is an infix. The tone -with this form corresponds to the basic

1tone patterns of the Infinitive and Progressive.
(26)

Infinitive
Progressive
Habitual
----·•=1l-,------....+-----.....;,...,--·--""""'i"''
___________
'to pass'
a:Jie
a:JlaW
a\p.a
'to mock'
arme
arm.aw
aram
'to reconcile'
bugume
.hugumaw
bugam
'to be silent'
Mid-Low gaae
gad'aw
gacfa
'to flee'
bo:be
bo:baw
bo:ba
'to pour'
alge
algaw
alak
'to pass the year'
kokicfe
kokicfaw
k6kat
'to hammer'
Low..Mid
bore
boraw
bora
'to dry'
ga:re
ga.:raw
ga:ra
'to show'
amse
amsaw
amas
'to confuse'
kablle
kabllaw
kabal
't,o mmmur'
-----i---------~----.--..·-----------Low-Low slcfe
slcfaw
slcfa
'to shallow'
a:cfe
a:cfaw
a:cfa
'to follow'
saycfe
sayd'aw
sayat
'to clear'
Jek'kfe
JEklcfaw
JBkat
'to raise'
ffigh. .ffigh

bfre

bfraw

bfra

With verbs of the CV: c. class, th.e Habitual formation is not always marked in the same

way. i\lthough in most cases verbs of this type are simply marked with the suffix a, other
posmoilities exist, as in (27). In. some cases there are two or more altematives for the way
that the Habitual is formed (as with sfre, cd:le and dii.fe ).
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(27)

Infinitive

Habitual

sa:le
la:le

sa:la
layal

s{:re

s{:ra /sfrar

ca:le
ba:ge

ca:la /calal/cayal
ba:ga
du:fa /duyac

du:fe

a:ae

bo:de

'to immerse'

'to throw'

a:cfa

Iboyat

'to put in a row'
Gto suspend'
'to begin'
'to get wmse'
'to follow'
'to demand payment'

The Habitual form is used to designate a habit or commonly performed task.
Hence the phrase in (28) indicates that the subject is in the habit of preparing boule. She
not necessarily preparing it at the moment of the speech act. As pointed out by Fedry
(197lb:Xll), that the subject is in the habit of1neparing boule implies that the subject is

capable of preparing it.
(28)

ta

gan-a

she

prepare-RAB
'She prepares (boule).'

One interesting feature about the Habitual fonn in Central Dangaleat is the way in
which the Habitual marker changes either when an object pronoun is added or when
market· is followed by another word in a sentence. In each case the normal marker of the

Habitual form is replaced by the suffix-gi (or -ig), as can be seenin.(29) and (30).
(29)

ta

(30)

d'o cfo morgo-r
you leave-HAB
goats enter.in into
field..,my
'You keep letting the goats enter into my field.'

gan-gi::-~
she
prepare..HAJ3,..us
'She prepares (boule) for us.'

k(

ra.s~Jk

awgl

u31Jl
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h1 genera~ the pronouns used with the Habitual are the same as for the

Progressive. Examples of other object inflected forms are represented in (31 ).
(3 Jl)
High--High

Habitual
bfra

Mid...Low

gucfa.

Low-Mid

ga:ra

Low..Low

a:cfa

with pronouns
bfrg£te
'pass us'
b i r ~ ~ hiD?_' ___
gutgtte 'hide us'
gutglga 'bide him'
ga:rg{te 'show us'
ga:rglga 'show him'
a:tgfte
'follow us'
a:tg1ga

'follow biln'

6.. Three Polymorphemic Progressive Forms

Three extensions of the Progressive formation in Central Dangaleat are listed in
(32) in contrast to the simple Progressive formation. Note that all of the forms are marked
by either -w or -o. In addition, the two past tense forms are marked by -iy, the Repetitive
forms by -g and the Infinitive form by the final-e.

(32)
Progressive
Past
b{r{y6
bfraw

b(rg{y6

Progressive
Repetitive
Infinitive
bfrguwe

a:Jlgtlwe

Progressive

H-..,H

---

M ..L

I.rM

a:J1aw

a:J1fyo

a\J1gfyo

annaw

arm{y6

bugumaw
gacfaw
bo:baw

bugumfy6

arm{g{y6
armfguwe
bugumgfy6 bugumguwe

gactYy6

gatg1y6

b6:b(y6

b6:bg(y6

algaw

alg1g1y6

kokid'aw

alg1yo
k6k{dYy6

boraw

borfy6

ga:raw

ga:rfy6
ams{y6

am.saw
lrM

Progressive
Repetitive
Past

kabilaw
slcfaw
a.:cfaw
saycfaw

Jeklaa.w

kabll1y6
s1cf(y6
a:dYy6

sayd~[y6
JE:klcf(y6

k6k{tg{y6
borg{y6

ga:rgfy6
amslg{yo
kablljf'y6

sltgiy6
a:tgfy6
saycflg{y6
J2klcf1'y6

'to pass'
'to mock'
. 'to reconcile'

'to be silent'

gatguwe
b6:bguwe
alg1guwe
k6k(tg1hve
borguwe
ga:rg-uwe
amslguwe
kabllguwe
sltguwe
a:tguwe

'to flee'

saydlguwe
1ekltguwe

'to confuse'

·.~

'to pow·'
'to pass the yeru:'
'to hammer'
'to dry'
'to show,
'to confuse'

'tomunmu'
'to dry'
'to show'
'to murmur'

--
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The way the Progressive Past fmm is used is illustrated in the text portion

fu this sentence the subject 'was walking and walking' over an e:\.iended ........... -..... ·
contrast, the two Progressive Repetitive forms a:re used to indicate repeated action, as
(33). With emch of the forms the action represented is unbounded, which is consistent

th~ general use of the Progressive formation.
(33) ·

ta

gan-g-{y-6

she

prepare..HAB-PST"' PRLG

'She used to prepare {boule). '

b. ta
ya
gan-g-uw-6
she AUX prepare••HAB..,PROG-INF
'She will prep are (boule). '

The fom1 of the three extended Progressive formations when followed by another
word is represented in (34-36).
(34)a.

1Ja

,,
,'. 6
wa:w-1y-

he
show-PST-PROG
'He was showing.'
(35)a.

ija

wa:w-g .. fy-6

he
show-HAB-PST-PROG
'He was repeatedly showing.'
(36)a.

tJa ya

wa:w-g-uw-e

he will show..HAB-PROG-INF
'He Vvill repeatedly show.'

b. 1Ja
he

wa:w ..{
show- PST

awgl
goats

'He was showing the goats.'

b. lJa

wa:w-g-(

awg1

he
show-HAB-PST
goats
'He was repeatedly showing the goats.'

b. :ga

ya
wa:w-g-uw-e
awg}
he will show-HAB..PROG-INF goats
'He will repeatedly show the goats.'

There .is a close relationship between the object-inflected forms of the Progressive Past
and the simple Progressive fonnations, as can be seen in (37), and the Progressive
Repetitive Past and the Habitu~ as in (38) on the other.
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(37)

Progressive

Pro ·essive
Past
b(r(te
bfr(:te
'pass us'
biriga ____b_f~,f:ga·--+-'_as~,_s_b_im...,...'_
gucf(te
gucf{:te
'flee from us'
gildlga
·+=-u_"cf_{....,.:::..-a----+-·-'fl_e_e_fr_om_him_·_'_
ga:rfte
ga:rf:te
'show us'

ga:~

g~~_a___'~
__ow_b_im_'_ _

a:cf:(te
a:cfiga.

a:cf[:te
a:cf(:ga

(38)

'follow us'
'follow him'

Progressive
Repetitive

Habitual
Past
b!rg{te
bfrg(:te
'pass us'
birglga -·--+-b_1_
. r-=1_
. . .:.>r.:;.a_'---+-~ss hlm'
gutg{te
gutg{:te
'flee :from us'
_£utg1ga
gutg{.....
: _a____'flee from him'
ga:rg{te
ga:rg{:te
'show us'
a:r lga
a:rg{: a
'showhim_._'___
a:tg{te
a:tgf:te
'follow us'
a:tgiga
a:tgf:ga
'follow him'
The Progressive Repetitive Infinitive formation takes the same pronouns as the Infinitive,

as can be seen in (39).
Progressive

(39)

birlnte

Repetitive
Infinitive
birguwlnte

bfr{nt(

b{rguw(nt{

g11ct1nte
g·tkf111t(
ga:rlnte
ga:ri'nt(
a:d1.11te
a:cf{nt{

gutguw)nte
gutguw{nt(
ga:rguwlnte

Infinitive

ga:rguw(nt(
a:tguwlnte
a:tguwfn(

-

'pass us'
'passhlm'
'flee from us'

'flee from him'
'show us'
'show him'
'follow us'
'follow hlm'

...
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There are two ways of marking the Singular Imp~rative formation

marked vvith the suffix-u. Verbs whose stems end in a consonant cluster,

011

hand, are marked with au internal -a.

(40)

Imperative
Infinitive . . . . .- -.
Singular
-·--""""+----.
.

"ll!io,,.,-~i--,,:,-,~

High..High

Ja:we

b{ni
Ja:wu

bugume

bugam

bfre

arme

MidtdLow

aram

~lh&ll!'!U.U:!!ffl7

.'Pass!'
'Walk!'
'Reconcile!'
'Be quiet!'
'Flee!'

gacfe

gacfu

. bo:be
S1J1Je
kokicfe

bo:bu
S\J1aC
kokat

'Pour!'
'Move forward!'

ga:re
dlmse

ga:ru

'Show!'

dlmas

amUe

'Mix!'

amal

slcfe
a:cfe
saycfe

slcfu
a:cfu
sayat
JEkat

'Leave!'
'Shallow!'
'Follow!'
'Clear!'
'Raise up!'

'Hammer!'
------+----~-----------~--Low...]\,fid
cfs:c§
cfecu
'Write!'

Low-Low

JEklcfa

The second person singular form of the imperative in Central Dangaleat is identical to the
forms listed in ( 40) above, -with no overt su~ject. The third person singular imperative, on

the other hand, is formed by adding a third singular subject pronoun, as in (41).
(4l)a. 1Ja ba:w-u
he go..IMPER
'He should go!'

b.

ta

ba:w-ii
she go . .Il\1PER
'She should go!'
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When. another word follows the Singular Imperative, the marker

is dropped, as shown in (42). 7

ga:r~u

(42)a.

b.

show••IMPER

~show!'

ga:r
show

gero
house

'Show the house!"

Th(~ prnnm.ms used with the Singular Imperative in Central Dangaleat differ from those

used with the formations previously described, as can be seen in (43). Note that here
th.e Singular Imperative marker is dropped in the object..inflected fo1ms.

Singular

(43)

with pmnouns

erative
ffigh..ffigh

bfru

birta

'Pass her!'

'Pass themf'
------------=-------i--Mid Low gucfil
'Hide her!'
00

'Hide them!'

Low-Mid

ga:ru

Low..Low

a:cfu

ga:rta
ga:rgu
a:tta
a:tgu

'Show her!'

'Show them!'
'Follow her!'
'Follow them!'

80 Plural Imperative

The Plural Imperative fmm in Central Dangaleat is marked by a final

-a, as can be

seen m(44).

7

With verbs in the low... ntld class, there is no difference between the Petfective and
Imperative forms when. followed by another word. \Vith the Perfective formation,

however, there is always an ove1t subject; whereas with the Imperative there is not
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(44)

Imperntive !
Plural
High-High
biro
~Paf}S!' (plural)
Ja:we
Jii:wo
'Walk!'
arme
armo
'Reconcile!'
------i--b_u-="g::;....u_m_e_~·~-b_u-==-gu_·-m_o____rB_e__qw_·_et_!_'_ __
gad'e
gacfo
'Flee!'
bo:be
bo:bo
'Pour!'
sfnJe
sinJo
'Move fmward!'
kokicfe
kokicfo
'Hammer!'
-·-·--·-----+-------+-----·---------·-Low-Mid
d'ece
d'r::co
'Write!'
ga.:re
ga:ro
'Show!'
dlmse
dlmso
'Mix!'
amUe
amllo
'Leave!'
--------··----·~·----------Low-Low
sld'e
slcfo
'Shallow!'
a:cfe
a:cfo
'Foli.Jw!'
sayae
saycfo
'Clear!'
Jekl<fe
Jaklcfo
'Raise up!'
Infinitive
b(re

I.

-------=---t-.--.-------~-----------1-----~

Th.e second person plural form of the imperative in Central Dangaleat is identical to the
forms jn (44t with no overt subject. The thlrd person plural imperative, however, is
formed by adding a third person plural subject pronoun, such as in (45).
(45)

uu

ba:w-o

they go..IMPER.PL
'They should go!'

Before a follo\Ving word the marker of the Central Dangaleat Plunl Imperative
formation remains unchanged, as can be seen in (46).
(46)a.

wa:wo
'Show!' (pl)

b. wa:wo

awgl

'Show the goats!" (pl.)

Even when a pronoun is added, the Plural Imperative marker is still present, as shown in
(47). lhe pronouns used with the Plural Imperative resemble the set used with the
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Singular Imperative, except that they iue preceded tv a :nasal consonant (see

ILl . .

,rn,.... ,....,,

section 4)
(47)
~

~--

High-High
Mid-Low

Low-Mid
.

Low-Low

Plural
with pronouns
Imperative
bironn(
hire
'Pass us!'
biroJ)ga
'Pass him!'
gucfo
gud'onnf 'Hide us!'
~ucro~ga 'Hide him!'
ga:ro
ga:ronn(
'Show us!'
---·- ga:rotJga 'Show him!'
a:cfo
a:cfonn(
'Follow us!'
'Follow him!'
a:cfoIJga

9. Bortative

The final Central Dangaleat conjugation is the Hortative (first person plural

imperative). The Hortative is marked by the suffix -hite, as demonstrated in (48).
(48)

""""

High. .ffigh

Infinitive
bfre
Ja:we

arme
bugume

Mid-Low

gaae

bo:be
sinJe

kokrcfe
Low-Mid

dsca
ga:re

amse
Low-Low

kabile
sld'e

a:cfe
saycfe
JekkfE

Hon:~ttve
birlnte
Ja:wlnte
armlnte
bugumlnte
gad1nte
bo:blnte
sinJlnte
k6kid1nte

declnte
ga:rlnte
ams'inte
kablllnte
slctl.nte
a:dlnte
saycfinte
Jekld1nte

, o • ~

'Let's pass!'
'Let's walk!'
'Let's reconcile! '
'Let's be quiet!'
'Let's flee!'
'Let's pour!'
'Let's move forward!'

'Let's hammer!'
'Let's vvrite !'
'Let's show!'
'Let's mix!'

(,Let's leave!''Shallow!'
'Follow!'
'Clear!'

(iRaise up!'

~
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Them is no change in the form of the Hortative when another word

,;,an be seen by comparing th.e two sentences in (49). 8
(49)a. wa:wlnte
'Let's show!'

8

b. wa:wlnte

awgl

'Let,s show the goats!"

I do not have any examples of object inflected forms of the Hortative.

as

CBAP1'ER4
TENSE, ASPECT AND MOOD IN

Considerable effort in Chadic studies ove:r the past thirty years has gone
ret}onstructing the verbal system of P.roto. . Chadic. Although in certain areas there has been a
significant degree of controversy, significant progress has been made. The main area
controversy relates to whether or not an imperfective stem can or should be :reconstmcted
Proto-Chadic. In this chapter, I will begin by introducing those fonns that may be

reconstructed for Proto.. Chaclic with relative confidence. Second, I will discuss the
controversy regarding the origin of imperfective ·within the Chadic language family.
1.. Reconstructing the Proto...Chadic Verbal System

It is my understanding that at least six different fonns may be recon&i'tmcted for the
Proto~Chadic verbal system with relative confidence ( cf. Wolff 1979:40). Of the six, three

the forms are :full, finite verbs. These fonns are commonly referred to as aorist, perfect

subjunctive. The other three fonns that may be reconstructed for Proto-Chadic are quasiverbal forms. In other words, although they are part of the Proto-Chadic verbal system,
do not ftmction as fidl verbs. These fotms are commonly referred to as verbal
pluractional (highlighting the effect of the verb on numerous arguments in a sentence)

iterative.
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Among the three full verb forms that have been reconstructed for Proto-Chaille,

first form is normally labeled either aorist or GIW1daspekt(Jungrnithmayr 1966;
This fonn 1S argued to have been an unmarked or basic form of the verb in the brmulest sense,
in that it was both morphologically un.marked (i e. identical to the lexical stem) and

semantically unmarked or neutral The second full verb form reconstructed for Proto-Chadic,
is commonly referred to either as perfect or perfective (Wolff 1979; Nevvman and Schuh
1974:7). The formative for this fonn, used to indicate completed action, has been
reconstruct:?:d as a preverbal *ka . The final full verb form that scholai·s agree can be
reconstructed for Proto-Chadic is the singular imperative or subjunctive form (Wolff 1979;
Newman and Schuh 1974:8). As stated by Newman, "smgular commands in LProto ..]Charlie

would appear to have been expressed by a distinct imperative form marked by a suffix *-i (or
*-u) on the verb stem and a pre. verbalproclitic *a" (1990:130).
As previously mentioned, in addition to the three full verb forms that have been

reconstructed for Proto. . Chadic, there are three quasi_. . verbal fonns. These forms vvill be
desc11"bed here in some detail because of their importance in arguments concerning the
development of a characteristically marked imperfective aspect stem in many lh·esent-day

-..,. . . . . . . . . . - languages. As its name suggests, the Prnto--Chadic verbal noun functioned neither as a
verb nor as a 'true' noun. Rather, it had a function that fit somewhere between the
categories. According to Wolff(l979:39), verbal nouns in present-day Chadic languages are

normally

in conjunction vvith either auxiliary verbs ('be', 'go', etc.) or locative "·
, 'on. top of, etc.). Jn this way they are used to indicate "actions iu ·"'r,-.0'11",P,C'CI

0

""11"~,... g,,,,,,
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about to happen, durntion of state, and possibly similar semantic notions" ( 1979:39).

formative for the Proto-Chadic verbal noun is the suffix *-wa (Wolff 1979: 17).
Although Proto-Chadic has long been held to have had a pluractional
distinguishing separate pluractional and iterative forms is a relatively recent innovation. The
innovation is due to Newman, who in.his own words proposed that,
Pluractionals in present.. day Chadic languages derive from two distinct
derivational categories in the proto ..fanguage: (i) iteratives, and (ii)
pluractionals.... Although these have fallen together in most Chadic
languages ... , they can. nevertheless be reconstructed as separate fonnations at
the level of Proto-Chadic (and possibly Proto,.,Afroasiatic as well). Iterative
der.ivational stems would have been used to indicate r,;petition of an action,
whereas pluractional stems would have high-lighted the plurality of an action
and its effect on multiple subjects, direct objects, or other arguments in a
sente11ce. (1990:84).
The degree to which Newman's proposal has been accepted by other Chadic scholars is
difficult to measure. Wolff, however, in a generally very positive review of Newman's book
states that Newman's proposal ''makes a lot of sense and helps clarify the issue'' (1992:238).

It is important to reemphasize that while Newman proposes that pluractional and
iterative can be reconstructed as separate fo1mations at the level of Proto-Chadic, he
acknowledges that in most modem Chadic languages the two formations have fallen together.
Indeed, Newman states that from a semantic point of view, Chaclic pluractionals are
remarkably similar; similar enough that ~'on the whole the characterization of pluractionals in
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any one language could serve for any other" (1990:58). Th.e "essence"
modem Chaille languages is "always plurality of process 01· action" (1990:54).
Whereas pluractionals from one language to another are argued. to

1

remarkably

similar from a semantic point of view, Newman (1990:58) indicates that with regard

form there is greater variation. Nevertheless, he argues that at least two pluractional
formatives can be reconstructed for Proto .. Chadic. He ~tates,
The pluractional formative that can be reconstructed for Proto-Chaille with the

greatest confidence is prefixal CV- reduplication ( as seen, for example, in Bole
d.uilamu 'repair many/often' < raamu 'repair').... The other pluractional
formative that would seem to be reconstructible for Proto-Chadic is the
ubiquitous Afroasiatic intemal-,a (as in Angas pwas 'shoot many/often'< pus
'shoot') (1990:58).

Finally, as to the newly proposed Proto-Cb.adic iterative form, Newman states that it "can be
reconstructed with confid.ence as a suffix *-tV(where the specific quality of the final vowel is
uncertain)'' ( 1990: 84).

In mmnnary, most Chadic scholars would probably agree that at least six distinct forms
may be reconstructed for Proto-Chadic, as in ( 1).

Fonn

(1)

Grundaspekt Iaorist
Full verb forms

perfect

· - - - - - - - - ~ l a r imperative
verbal noun
Quasi-verbal fonns pluraotional
iterative

Fonnative
0

*ka. .
*a plus *-i or *·~u

*·"Wa
*CV- redup. or *-a*. .tV

1

Although both Frajzyngier (1977:37) and. Wolff(1977) have emphasized the
sinlilarity in Chadic lJetween nominal and verbal plurality, Newman (1990:86) states in
to this subject that "although some similarities exist, the differences are even more impressive,
especially concerning the formations about which we have the greatest confidence. n
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2..

Proposals concerning the Development of Impedective

· Although Chadic scholars agree in many respects in regard

what

of Proto. . Chadic may have looked like, there has been considerable debate concerning
status of the characteristically marked imperfective aspect stem found in many present-day
Chadic languages. In these languages, the imperfective aspect stem is marked by what is
called 'apophony', involving the replacement of a stem-internal vowel by the vowel a In ari
even greater number oflanguages, the imperfective stem is marked either by internal -a- or -a .

suffix. The focus of the debate has been on the origin of this characteristically marked
:imperfective stem The purpose of this section is to provide a brief overview of the debate

concerning the origin of the modem Chadic imperfective form, especially as it relates to the
analysis of the Central Dangaleat verbal system

Given the wide-spread distribution of the imperfective stem in Chadic, one obvious
conclusion might be that the situation is inherited from Prnto-Chadic. In this C'\Se, an
imperfective stem would be added to the list ofproto-forms listed in Section 1 above. This
indeed is the position that was originally developed by Jungraithmayr (1966). Although
Jungraitlunayr's proposal was at first widely accepted, it was later challenged on at least two
grounds. First, Newman (1977) challenged whether apophony played a role in the fonnation
of the imperfective stem in Chadic at all. Second, Wolif(1979) proposed that the imperfective
stem in modem Chadic is not a carry-over from Proto-Chaille, but rather that it developed

from one of two independent sources, namely, either from the Prnto-Cha.dic verbal nmm or
Proto .. Chadic plurnctional forms.
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In regard to Newman's challenge, the additional linguistic
available since 1977 has proved Jungraithmayr to be at least partially conect. In 1977,

Nevvman argued. that the vowel alterations that Jungraithma.yr characterized as apophony, did
not involve apophony at all; but rather, that they could better be explained simply on
phonological grounds. However, in a recently published book, Newman states that,
Although internal vowel mutation [apophony] in some languages would seem
to be phonologically conditioned, it appears as an independent morphological
mechanism in such a large number oflanguages throughout the family that one
has to reconstruct it as an integral feature of the proto...Ianguage (1990:83f).
Hence, to my knowledge it is now generally accepted that apophony was an integral feature of
the Proto-Chadic. The question remains, however, whether apophony originally marked
imperfective in the proto...language or some other form.

As pnwiously mentioned, Jungraithmayr originally proposed an imperfective aspect
stem for Proto-Chadic. marked either by internal -a.- or --a suffix. Wolfl: on the other hand,
proposed that the imperfective stem in an. individual Chadic language may have developed
from one of two independent proto ..fonns, namely, either from the Proto-Chadic verbal noun
or Proto-Chadic pluractional forms. In retrospect, it is not difficult to determine how w·olff

came to this dual hypothesis. N otlce, first of all, the similarity between the proposed
formatives for verbal nouns (*- wa) and phuactionals (*-a,,, among others), on the one hand,
and the proposed imperfective stem (*-a or *.. a-), on the other. Second, notice tbat the
semantics of the constructions in which the verbal n01m form is used ( actions in progress,
duration of state, etc.) and the pluractional form is used (plurality of process or action) are
generally 'imperfective' in nature. Assuming therefore that the verbal nouns and pluractionals
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a:re the more primitive forms, or that they have 'historical priority'~ as

it is not difficult to see how ~m imperfective stem might have developed in modern "'-",........ \UU.,,.,
languages through the redesignation of verb stems with impe1fective connotations ( cf.
1984b:228).

A~ previously mentioned, Wolff's dual hypothesis is based upon the assumption
the Chadic verbal noun and pluractional forms have historical priority. In regard to
subject, Wolff states that "hardly anyone familiar vv:ith Chadic languages ( and Afroasiatic
languages in general) will seriously question the existence and age of a morphological
category of verbal plurality" (1985: 10). The historical priority of the verbal nmm form also
appears to be well founded (cf Newman and Schuh 1974; Schuh 1976).
At this point, more than 15 years after Wolff's initial proposals concerning the

development of an imperfective stem in modem Chadic languages, at least some of Wolff s
proposals seem to have gained wide acceptance. Newman, for example, has characterized
WolfF s arguments for tb.e development of the impe1fective stem in the Ron languages from
the Proto . . Chadic pluractional form as "convincing" (1990:59). 2 Little has been written,
however, in regard to Wolfr s 'dual hypothesis' or his proposal that imperfective forms in

modem Chadic languages may have developed :from two independent sources, either the
verbal noun or pltU'actional forms.

2

The ''habitative" or imperfective construction in Ron (Western branch of Chadic) was
used by Jungraithmayr to argue h1 favor ofhls early proposals (1968, 1970). Although
Nevv.man sharply criticized Jungraithmayr's methodology earlier (see Newman 1977, 1980,
1984b), there now seems to be general agreement that Jungraithmayr1s proposal relating
Ron '1iabitative'' constmction to the Afroasiatic pluractional construction was correct.
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Interestm.gly, as evidence for his dual hypothesis for the development
in present. . day Chadic, Wolff ( 1984b:23 l) makes reference to the tvvo types of imperfective
the Western dialect ofDangaleat. 3 Wolff(I984b:231) suggests that the two types

imperfective in Western Dangaleat may have developed independently, one from the
Chadic verbal noun form and the other from the Proto . . Chadic pluractional form. By means

illustration, he gives th.e examples in (2):
(2)

Lexical base
pil-

hnperfective stems develoEe4 from:
Pluractional
Verbal noun
pila
pilaw

Gloss
'to <?,Een'

It should be emphasized that although Wolff suggests the two types of imperfective in
Western Dangaleat might provide further evidence for his dual hypothesis, he does not

develop this argument in any detail; neither does he give any other examples of present. . day
Chadic languages that are comparable to Westem Dangaleat in this respect. It is clear,
however, that if the relationship between the two types of imperfective in Western Dangaleat
with the Proto-Chadic verbal noun and plmactional forms could be established, this would
a long ways toward strengthening Wolff's dual hypothesis for the development of imperfective

in present.. day Chadic languages.

3

Although Wolff does not specify which dialect of Dangaleat he is talking about,
the Western and Central dialects have the "pilawtype" construction. His reference to the
Western dialect of Dangaleat is somewhat sutprising in that so little has been published on
verbal system of this dialect. Wolff does not cite his sourcej but his data evidently comes
two b1ief examples of the two imperfectives which occur in the introduction Fedry's
Dictionairc Danga16at (1971c:xi).

CHAPTERS
THE RELATIONSHIP BETVVEEN PROTO-CRADIC AND CENIRAL
The pro1msals concerning the verbal system of Prnto-Chadic outlined in chapter 4
provide significant insight into the verbal system of present-day Central Dangaleat. In fact,
with the exception of the Central Dangaleat Past Tense formation, some relation can be
drawn between each of the different Central Dangaleat verbal formations and one of the
proposed proto-forms. The purpose of this chapter is to examine the relationship between
the various forms in the proto. .Ianguage and the corresponding forms in present.. day
Central Dangaleat. In the case of the Central Dangaleat Infinitive fonn, despite some
overlap in function with th.e Proto.. Chadic Verbal Noun, I maintain that n.o direct
relationship can be established between the two fonns. With the Central Dangaleat
Perfective and Singular Imperative forms, however, I p1·opose that it is possible to argue
for direct relationship between these forms and the corresponding forms in the proto-

language. The various formations in Central Dangaleat that fall under the general heading
of imperfective Vvill not be considered until the next chapter. The proposed relationship
between the various forms in P.roto-Chadic and the forms in present-day Central
Dangaleat is illustrated in (1).
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(1)

Proto..Chadic versus Central Dangaleat

Verbal Noun
Perfect

_Subjunctive _
none
none

-wa
-e
--------------------ka =
,
~

-i or -u

Infinitive
Perfective

-u

fu.!p5?rative _____ _

-a1J

Plural Imperative

-t( or

-u

Past Tense

1~ The Central Dangalest Infmitive

The use of the Infinitive in Central Dangaleat in the formation of the periphrastic
future tense construction, such as in (2), seggests that this form could be related to the
Proto-Chadic Verbal Noun form, since the use ofthe Verbal Noun in this type of
construction is well established throughout the Chadic language family. This indeed was
Wolff's ( 1982a:205) conclusion in consideration of the parallel form in Eastern Dangaleat.

(2)

me

ya

chief

AUX

as-e

come-INF
'The chief vvil1 come.'

Despite the use of the Infinitive in the future tense formation, however, there are at least

two reasons for keeping the forms separate.
The first reason for keeping the forms separate is that there is no obvious
correspondence between the proposed formative, for the Proto-Chadic Verbal Noun (-wa)

and the marker of the Central Dangaleat Infinitive (-e ). The only thing that the two
morphemes have in common is that they are both suffixes. 1

1

In his review of Ebobisse, Wolff states that the Chadic verbal..nouu "tends to be
marKeo by a nominalizing morpheme, usually a suffi:x'' ( l 982a:203). He does not mention
formative for the miffix is .. wa (Wolff 1979: 17). Merely stating that the Verbalw
Noun is marked by a suffix hardly seems significant since that is common enough, if not
norm Chadic languages (Newman 1977: 182).
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The second reason for not associating the two forms relates to

Dangaleat Infinitive is used versus the Proto,.,Chadic Verbal Noun. As previously
mentioned1 Wolff gives three ways that the Verbal Noun is commonly used. in Chadic
languages. In addition to the periphrastic future tense construction, Wolff (1982a:212)
states that the Verbal Noun is often used in Chadic in conjunction with an auxiliary
express progressive, continuous or durative action. The sentence in (3) is an example
this use of the Verbal Noun in Hausa.
(3)

ya
he

naa
be (at)

do:
return

'He is returning.'
The third way that Wolff indicates that the Verbal Noun is generally used is in conjunction

with 'locative particles', such as 'in', 'at', 'on top of, etc. The Infinitive in Central

Dangaleat, however, is not used in either of these two latter ways (compare chapter 3,
section. 1). 2 The overlap in function between the Proto . . Ch.adic Verbal Noun and Central
Dangaleat Infinitive formations, therefore, is minimal.
In smmnary, although the Proto . . Chadic Verbal Noun and Central Dangaleat
Infinitive formations partially overlap in :function, they differ in form. It is not possible,
therefore, to establish a relationship between the two forms. I propose, therefore that the

2

Wolff does not list the equi-subject construction as one of the general ways in
which the Verbal-Noun is used. It is possible that this is just an oversight. According to
Alio ( 1986), however, the Bidiyo language (in the same sub. . group as Central Dangaleat)
has separate Infinitive and Verbal"'Noun forms. Further, Jungraithmayr (1987) lists
Infinitive as one of the conjugational forms in Mubi ( another closely related language to
Central Dangaleat).
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Infinitive is most probably an innovation in Central Dangaleat. As for the

foxm, in chapter 6, I propose that the original Proto=Chadic Verbal Noun has
grammatfoalized in Central Dangaleat to mark Progressive aspect. (Tb.e marker of
Progressive aspect in Central Dangaleat is -aw which closely resembles the !:!:';rn-'...:! ;1"''"5,· for
11

the Proto.. Chadic Verbal Noun, which is -wa.)

2.. The Central Dangaleat Perfective Formation
Although Chaille scholars have succeeded in reconstructing numerous forms for
Proto-Chadic, it has generally not been possible to determine what tones, if any, are to be
associated with the proposed forms. The Proto .. Chadic Perfect form, however, is the
exception to the rule. The formative for the Proto-Chadic Perfect form is marked by a low
tone (* ka ). In comparison, verbs in Central Dangaleat that have the tone pattern bigh...hlgh
have the tone pattern mid-mid in the Perfective. The question axises, therefore, whether
there is any correspondence between the low tone marking the Perfect in Proto··Chadic
and the general lowering of tone which marks the Perfective with tht: high-high class of
verbs in Central Dangaleat?
Given the similarity between the formative for Perfect in Proto-Chadic and
Perfective in Central Dangaleat, one possibility that must be considered is that the tone
associated vvith the original Perfect marker in Proto-Chadic has been retained in Central
Dangaleat, but that the segments have been lost. In this case, the marker of Perfective in

Centrnl Dangaleat would be a preverbal floating low tone. The underlying form of a verb
in the high-high class marked with the floating low tone would be as in ( 4a) or (Sa). The
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previously established rule of Low Register Spread would then apply ( see chapter 2,

section 3), giving the desired smface form of the Perfective with this class ofvetbs.

asterisk indicates that the tonal feature value for the mid tone has not yet been filled
The status of thee suffix is discussed further in chapter 8.)

(4)

I' -bir-e/
'to pass'

a. Underlying form - L,M tone class
/perfect marker-verb base-?/
b. Lo~~-e@ster Spread
c. Default Tone Specification

+l

arme*
·---

arllle

bire
c. DTA

+l

I

·---

hire*

b. LRS

(5)a. UF

/' -arm-el
'to lack'

+l

..---~q

. +H

-)!,

re

bi

r

bi

re

bi

re

With verbs with a lexical low tone on the :first &yllable, the preverbal floating low tone

would have no effect since the :first syllable of the word is already marked with. a low tone,
as demonstrated in ( 6) and graphlcaJly illustrated in (7).

(6)

/'-slcf-e/
___,__'t_o_._.c_o_m_e_'-i--'_to_sw_"a_ll_o_w_'_

a. Underlying form--J..,..M tone class

/perfect marker-verb base-?/
b. Low Register Spread

'

c. Consonant...tone intetference

m~

--

' slcfe
slcfe

d. DTA

+1

se

' slcfe*

ase

b. LRS

a

ase *

'ase

d. Default Tone Assi~ent
e. Stray Erasure

(7)a.

/' -as-e/

+l

+l

I

a.

t

se

/+
a se
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Thus, the proposal that the marker of Pe1fective in Central Dangaleat is a preve:rbal
floating low tone, accounts for the general lowering of tone with verbs of the high-high
class and is consistent V\,ith the fact that verbs that are marked \Vith a lexical low tone
remain unchanged in the Petfective.
As previously noted in chapter 4, section 2, verbs that have the tone pattern midlow in the Infuritive either have the tone pattern mid. . mid or low-mid in the Perfective
depending on their underlying syllable structure. In chapter 8, I argue that the explanation
for the tonal perturbations that occur with this class of verbs in the Perfective is related to
the phenomenon of consonant-tone interference. Once again, however, there is nothing
with these forms that contradicts the proposal that the general marker of the Perfective is

a preverbal :6.oating low tone.
3e The Singular Imperative
The -u suffix, which marks the Singular Imperative of verbs ending in a single
consonant underlyingly in Central Dangaleat is identical to one of the formatives for the

Proto--Chadic Subjunctive form The cmious thing about the singular imperative in
Dangaleat, however, is its two allomorphs (as described in chapter 3, section 7). Although
verbs that end in a single consonant underlyingly are marked by -u, verbs that end in a
consonant cluster underlyingly are matked by the infix ~a-. Since the Central Dangaleat
Habitual formation is also marked by intemal -a-, there is ·no difference between the
Singular Imperative and Habitual forms ofverbs of this type. The natural question is, why
are the two forms niarked in the same way?
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In chapter 6, Section 2, I argue that the :internal -a- which :IMrks the """""""·"'"-""". .

Dangaleat Habitual formation is related to the Proto . . Chadic Pluractional form. Although
the connection between these two forms can be clearly established, this is not the case
with the relationship between the Proto. . Chadic Pluractional and the Central Dangaleat

Imperative. One alternative explanation. could be that the two forms are not related, but
rather that internal-a- marking the Imperative form is a carryover from th.e other marker
of the Subjunctive fo:rmation in Proto-Chaille, namely the proclitic *a. If so, then in spite
of the fact that the two morphemes are identical segmentally, they would have separate

01igins.
One argument in support of this hypothesis is that whereas there is some variation
as to the way in which the Habitual fonn of verbs with an underlying long vowel is
formed, thls is not the case with the same verbs in the Singular Imperative formation, as
demonstrated in (8). If the two forms originated from separate forms in the proto..

language this would provide a possible explanation of this inconsistency, in that ttt.e
surface similaiity of the two forms would be only coincidental.
Singular

(8)

Infinitive
--sa:le

la:le
s{:re
ca:le
ba:ge

Habitual

sa:la
Iayal

erative

ca:la /ca.lal/cayal

sa:hi
la:lu
s{:ru
ca:hi

ba:ga

ba:gu

du:fa /duyac

s{:ra /sfrar

a.:cfe

a:cfa,

du:fu
a:cfu

bo:de

boyat

bo:du

du:fe

~·.1••••:azz:::::ul!llrr;mtr::r;

'to immerse'

'to throw~

I

'to line up'
'to suspend'
'to call'
'to be serious'
'to follow'
'to demand payment'
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clearly related to the formative for the Proto.. Chadic Subjunctive. The origin

-a

allomorph i.s un.certam. It could be a reinterpretation of the Proto-Chadic I1lurnctional
form; or it could be related to the proclitic a which is the second of the tvvo formatives
Subjtmctive in. Proto-Chadic.

4o The Plural Imperative and the Hortative
Am~ng the forms that have been reconstructed for Proto-Chadic there is no plural
imperative or hortative form. Wolff (1982a:207), however, makes a proposal concerning
the Plural Imperative in Eastern Dangaleat that potentially applies in the case of Central
Dangaleat as well. Wolff claims that the marker of Plural Imperative in Eastern Dangaleat

(-av) is composed of two morphemes: the general marker of imperative, which he
proposes is -u (the marker of the Singular Imperative form), and a separate plural marker,

which he identifies as -ay. According to thls analysis, the vowels of the tv,o morphemes
coalesce in the course of the derivation, which results in the desired surface form, as
illustrated in (9).

(9)

a. lJnderr·n Fonn
c. Vowel coalescence
d, 0th.er roles

'Cook!' (plural)

Wolff argues further that the only difference between the Plural Imperative and the
Hortative forms in Eastern Dangaleat is that a first person plural inclusive pronmm is
added to the Plural hnperative &tern, as illustrated in ( 10).
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(10) ~nderl~Jl.Form

_ /rlig~m-U-au-!_e/

b. Vowel coalescence
c. Other rules

ru un~ogte ____

rugumonte

j_

---·

'Let's cook!~

The obvious advantage ofWolff's proposal is that it is possible in this way

a

According to the proposal, both the Singular Imperative and Plural Imperative

are

unde:dyingly marked by the morpheme -u.

The application of Wolfr s proposal in Central Dangaleat is complicated by the fact
that whereas Eastern Dangaleat has a single Plural Imperative marker, there are three
equivalent forms in Central Dangaleat, as illustrated in ( 11 ).

( 11)

Eastern Dangaleat

Central Dangaleat

Plural Impel'ative -cnJ

-o
-on

Plural Imperative

Plural Imperative with. pronoun3

-ln Hortative (first person plurnl)
The difference between the Plural Imperative and Hortative forms in Central and Eastern
Dangaleat is illustrated in ( 12).

(12)

"'

Plural Imperative
Hortative

3

aso

'Come!' (plural)

bugumo!J

bugumo

asonte
bugumonte

aslnte
bugumlnte

'Be quiet!'
'Let's come!'
'Let's be quiet!'

asoIJ

Tue nasal matches the point of articulation of the following consontant

. -oyga
'
' or -011.co
'
').
(1.e.
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but that with the Plural Imperative the pronoun is always preceded by a
erative

(13)

wa:wga
wa:wn{
wa:wte

wa:wgu

Plural

erative

wa:wonta
wa:wol)ga
wa:wonn(
wa:wonte

wa:wotjgu

'Show her!'
'Showhlm!'
'Show us!' (exclusive)
'Show us!' (inclusive)
'Show him!'

The three forms of the Plural Imperative marker in Central Dangaleat are most

probably an :innovation from the single form in Eastern Dangaleat. Even if WoliP s
proposal is adopted, the proposed plural marker must still be viewed as an innovation in
Dangaleat. One factor in favor of Wolff's proposal is that there would appear to be
independent evidence for the coalescence of the two vowels u and a, proposed by
Tirls evidence comes from the two allomorphs for the Progressive marker in Central

Dangaleat. The marker of Progressive in Central Dangaleat is -o following the past tense

marker and -aw elsewhere, as demon&1rated in (14\ A possible explanation is that the two
segments a and w coalesce :in the envn·onment following -(Y, resulting in the surface

-tyo.
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(14)

a. Underlying Fmm
b. Surface form

Pro essive
/rugm-aw/

Pro ressive Past
/rugm-{y-o/

/stem...PROG/

/stem-PST--PROG/

rugumaw

rugum(y6

/stem-ITR...PST-PROG/
·--~-----·----~.
--·
rugumgfy6

In summary, although Wolff's proposal that the Plural Imperative

UJIU.~l-""'Jt

composed of two morphemes in Eastern Dangaleat may provide an explanation
diachronic development of the Plural Imperative marker in Central Dangaleat as well,

there is little or no evidence syn.chronically for arguing that the Plural Imperative

.JI...A.l\.UJ• ...,.....,...

present-day Central Dangaleat is morphologically complex. However, the comparative
evidence with Eastem Dangaleat does provide convincing evidence that the two

allomorphs for Plural Imperative, as well as the Hortative marker, are all derived
common form in proto. .Dangaleat.

6

THE DEVELOPMENT OF IMPERFECTIVE IN CENTRAL

One of the most interesting things about the, tense, aspect and mood

.rnr,n-1-.a......,.

Central Dangaleat relates to the different types of impetfective (Progressive and

of

JLJL" ...,. .......

"',..,,,_JL,

in the language. The interest lies not so much in the forms themselves, but in regard to the
insight they provide into the development of impetfective in the Chadic language family as
a whole. In particular, the two fonns provide substantial evidence for Wolff's dual
hypothesis for the development of imperfective in present-day Chadic languages
(cf chapter 4, section 3 above). Although Wolff suggests that what he calls the
imperfective 'd.oublette' in Dangaleat may provide evidence for the proposals, he does not
develop the argument in any detail. The purpose ofthls section, therefore, is to argue for
the dual development of impe1fective in Central Dangaleat. There are two steps to

argument. First, it must be established that the two major types of imperfective in Central
Dangaleat are indeed separate forms. Second, the relationship between each of the forms
and the corresponding forms in Proto .. Chadic must be established.
1.. The Relationship Between the Two Central Dangaleat Imperfective Formations

Given the surface similarity between the way the two types of imperfective are
marked in Central Dangaleat (-aw for the Progressive and -a- or -a for the Habitual), it

necessary first of all to examine the relationship between the two Central Dangaleat
76

Tl

impelfectives themselves. Is ont, form merely a subtype of the other or are
unrelated forms? One obvious possibility that must be considered is that the more .,,.,a,...,,a-,·n

marker of imperfective in Central Dangaleat is -a, with -w or -o marking a secondary
aspectual distinction. If so, then the Progressive formation would be a subtype of the
1

Habitual. There are two reasons, however, for maintaining the dist.i11ction between the
two forms.

The first reason relates to the way in which the two forms are used. The argument
is as follows: if the Central Dangaleat Progressive formation is a subtype of the Habituai
one would generally expect that the meaning of the Progressive would build upon the
meaning of the Habjtual. For example, as a subtype of Progressive, the Central Dangaleat
Progressive Past formation is both progressive aspect and past tense. With the two

impe1fective formations, however, there is no such relationship. The label Progressive
Habitual is not appropriate for the Central Dangaleat Progressive formation.
The second reason for distinguishing between the two types of imperfective in
Central Dangaleat relates to their form when used in conjunction with object pronouns or

when followed by another word, as demonstrated in (1) (cf chapter 3, sections 4 and 5).

( 1)a.

Progressive
IJ8. wa:waw

JJa wa:w11gu
lJa wa:wa awgl

'He1s
. showmg.
. '
'He is showing them'
'He is shmving the goats.'

1

Indeed, Ebobisse (1979) in his analysis of the parallel forms in Eastern Dangaleat
assigns the more general name 'imperfective' to the -a form and the title 'durative' to the
-a:we form. However, he later uses the terms 'aorist' (Ebob.isse 1985) and 'inaccornpli'
(Ebobisse 1987) to refer the same form.
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b. Habitual
~

,,

.,

Da wa:wa.
]Ja wa:wgigu

JJa wa:w awgl /

'He shows,'
'He shows them'
'He shows the goats.'

]Ja wa:wg( awgl

As can be seen above, the similarity between the way in which the Habitual and
Progressive are marked only applies for the isolated forms. The object inflected forms
the forms followed by another word are marked in different ways. In particular, with the
Habitual formation, the morpheme -gi is jnserted where one would expect the Habitual
marker with the object inflected fom:JB and optionally when the Habitual form is followed
by another word.
In summary, both the way in which the Progressive and Habitual formations are

used and the way they are marked in non-isolated forms provide evidence that Progressive
is not a subtype of Habitual in Central Dangaleat.

2.. Relating Central Dangaleat to Proto-Chadic

The purpose of this section is to examine the relationship between the two Central
Dangaleat impe1fective formations and the two forms in Proto. . Chadic from which Wolff
argues Chadic languages in general have developed the category of imperfective aspect.
In order to establish any such relationship, Wolff (1979) ~rgues that two

conditions must be met. W olif' s first condition is that there must be 'diagnostic
formatives' that relate the form in the present. . day Chadic language to the relevant form in
Proto.. chadic. If the Central Dangaleat Progressive form, therefore, is related to the
Proto-Chadic Verba] Noun fonn, the marker of the Progressive must be demonstrably
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related to the formative for the Pmto-Chadic Verbal Noun. In the same fashion,

must be a demonstrable relationship between the marker of the Central Dangaleat

R-iloi"'""

· form and the formative for the Proto .. Chadic Pluractional. As demonstrated in (2),

11

is

clearly the case. 2
(2)

Proto...Cbadic
--~
Verbal Noun
*-wa
Pluractional

*-a.. or *-a

Central Dangafoat
.. aw or . . o
Progressive
-a- or . . a
Habitual

Wolff's second condition dictates that if the Proto-Chadic Verbal Noun and/or

pluractional form(s) have been reanalyzed or grammaticalized as imperfectives, the usage
of true verbal nouns and pluractionals in the language will either be severely restricted or
not allowed at all. With the Proto-Chadic Verbal Noun, for example, if the Verbal Noun
has been reanalyzed as imperfective in a given language, one would not expect the
formative for the original Verbal Noun to mark both the imperlective formation and the
Verbal Noun form Assuming therefore that the syntactic function of the original Verbal
~Nmm is not completely replaced by the newly formed imperfective, another form would

have to be substituted for the original Verbal Noun in these languages. 3

2

It is possible that the two allomorphs_ for Progressive in Central Dangaleat can be
explained based on the mle of Vowel Coalescence1 proposed in Chapter Seve~ Section 2.
With the Plural Imperative, the -u nwking the Imperative and the -ay plural marker are
alleged to combine to form -oy. In the same way, the two segments which make up the
Progressive marker could combine in the environment after .-ty, resulting in the
allomorph -o ( b{rdw versus b{r(yd and b(rg(yd).
3
Wolff suggests that one possibility might be that in some cases ''true .nouns that
:ue etymologically related to verbs . . . were allowed to be substituted for verbal nouns in
p~riphrastic constructions" (1984b:229).
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In Central Dangaleat, the substitute for the original Verbal N ow1 is clearly

so-

called In.unitive. It is the Infinitive form that is used in cmtjunction with the periphrastic
future tense construction in Central Dangaleat, where one would normally expect the
original Verbal Noun to be used ( cf. chapter 3, section 1).
If it is the Proto-Chadic Pluracti.onal form that has been reanalyzed as imperfective

in a given language, the situation is slightly dilferent. In particular, Wolif argues that
"under no circumstances would we ... expect to find BOTH imperfectivity and pluraliry to
be expressed in one and the same verb formation" (Wolff 1979:41, emphasis in
original). In Central Dan.galeat, however, it is possible for a. verb to be marked both as
imperfective (progressive) and plural (repetitive). Such is the case with the two
Progressive Repetitive formations, as in (3). Nonetheless, the conditjo:n against the double
use of the Plmactional ~'tated above is not violated because the impe:rffJ(vtive Vvith these
forms is marked by the original formative for the Proto-Chadic Verbal Noun and not the

original Pluractional form. The use of the reanalyzed formative for the original
Pluractional therefore is used consistently to mark habitual or repeated action.
(3 )a. Progressive Repetitive Past

3.

b.

Progressive Repetitive Infinitive

13a rawt{gfy6

JJa ya rawt{guwe

'He was forgetting.'
(many times)

(many times)

'He vvill forget.'

Summary
This study of the tense, aspect

mood system of Central Dangaleat supports

( and most probably Westen1 - 'tingaleat as well) has two types of imperfective
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constructions related to the two 'quasi verbal' forms of the proto language. fu . . . .,.-w·-f-1<rn-.it11 ...

the Impe1fective/ Progressive form (marked by .. aw) in CentralDangaleat is most probably
derived from the Proto-Chadic Verbal Noun form (the formative for which is *,,,wa)
tb.e Habitua1/Repetitive form (marked by-a /..g) is clearly derived from the Proto-Chadic
Pluractional form ( one formative for which is *.. a).
One remaining question, however, relates to why there are two seem.ingly
unrelated aUomorphs for Habitual in Central Dangaleat. One possible explanation relates
to Newman's claim (see chapter 4, section 1) that "pluractionals in present-day Chadic
languages derive from two distinct derivational categories in the proto-language (i)

iteratives, and (ii) pluractionals" ( 1990: 84, emphasis mine). There can be little doubt that
the .. a allomorph in Central Dangaleat is derived form the Proto. . Chadic Pluractional form.
Is it possil>le that the -g allomorph maybe related to Proto-Chadic Iterative form? If so,

then Newman's claim that the two categories (pluractional and iterative) have "fallen
together in. most Chadic languages" (p. 84) would certainly be true in the case of Central
Dangaleat. Given the difference between the formative that Nevvman proposes for the
Proto. . Chadic Iterative form (-t V) and the alternative f01m for the Repetitive in Central
Dangaleat ( -g), however, it is dubious whether any relationship exists between the two

form.c.;.
In summary, the relationship between each of the Proto-Chadic forms and the
con·esponding forms in Central Dangaleat is illustrnted in (4).
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(4)

- Grundaspekt -Perfect

SubJe.mctiv0
Verbal Noun
Pluractional
Iterative

none
none

&~oto... Chadic versus Central Dangaleat
-----0
--,>'
... e
Infinitive
--------------ka=
'
Perfect
-u
-i or -u
Imperative
=

________'"'________________
a-wa

=?

-a

-

__:.-!Y ______ :? __

-a-aw / -o
-a
~~--g1 ----... atJ
-t( or .. fi

Progressive

Habitual
R~~titive and Habitual
Plural ln:qlerative
Past Tense

CHAPTER7
THE ORGANIZATION OF THE CENTRAL DANGALEAT

With an 1.mderstanding of how the tense, aspect and mood system of present-day
Central Dangaleat has developed from the conesponding system in Proto-Chadic, it is
possible to move cm to examine the way that the Central Dangaleat verbal system as a
whole is organized. In tbis chapter, after defining some of the basic tenninology involved,
I will discuss in tum the relationship between the Central Dangaleat Petfective and
Perfective Past forms, the various forms that fall under the general heading of
imperfective, the relationship between the three Central Dangaleat Imperative forms, and

finally, a proposal relating to the auxiliary verb that marks the periphrastic future tense
constn1ction in Central Dangaleat.
1. Defming Terms
According to Wo~ in early Chadic studies the terms tense, aspect and mood we,·e

often ''used interchangeably without any distinction of mean.mg connected to them"
(1982b: 183). More recently, various proposals have been made to standardize the use of
these terms in the description of Cha.die languages (cf. Jungraithmayr 1974 and Wolff
1979). 1 However, for the purposes of this paper, I will adopt the more universal

1

Wolff'.s proposal is the most recent that I am aware of. Wolff(l979) proposed,
follovv.ing Jungraithmayr (1974), that the term 'aspect' be reserved only for the high. .level
aspectual distinction between impe1fective and perfective, and in the case of W olfl:
83
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"different ways of vievving the internal temporal constituency of a situation" ( Comrie
1976:3). Aspect differs from tense, in that
aspect is not concerned vvith relating the time of the situation to any other
time..point, but rather with the internal temporal constituency
one
situation; one could state the difference as one between situation..intemal
time (aspect) and situation-extemal time (tense) (Comiie 1976:5).
Elsewhere, Comrie defines tense as "grammaticalised expression oflocation in time"
(1985:9). Modal distinctions, on the other hand, reflect differences in the speaker's
intention, such as the difference between indicative and subjunctive or realis and irrealis.

Finally, in defining the difference between. perfective and imperfective, Comrie states that,
the perfective looks at the situation from outside, v'Jithout necessarily
distinguishing any of the internal structure of the situation, whereas the
imperfective looks at the situation from inside, and as such is crucially
concerned with the internal structure of the situation~ since it can both look

backwards towards the start of the situation, and look .i.:.iwards to the end
of the situation, and indeed is equally appropriate if the situation is one that
lasts through all time, without any beginning and without any end (Comrie
1976:4).
2. The Central Dangaleat Perfective and Perfective Past Forms

One issue regarding the organization of the Central Dangaleat tense, aspect and
mood system that must be clarified relates to the relationship between the Perfective and

Grundaspekt as well. He proposed further that the term aktionsart be used for secondary
aspectual distinctions (habitual, durative, etc.) and the term tempora fer references to
relative time. Vvolff s use of the term aktionsart to refer to secondary aspectual
distinctions, however, does not correspond to the way that this term is normaUy usecl ( cf.
Comrie 1976, footnote on page 6). Fmthe1more, to my knowledge, Wolff's JJroposals
have not been adopted by other Chadicists.
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Perfective Past forms. In this section I will provide three reasons for grouping

two

forms under the general heading of Perfective.
The first reason relates to the way the Central Dangaleat Perfective and Perfective
Past forms pattern together in terms of tone. There are two thlngs th.at the two foriµs
in common as opposed to all other forms. First, verbs that have the tone pattem filid. .low
in the Infinitive pattern either v.rith the high-high verbs or the low-mid verbs in both
Perl'ective and Perfective Past. Second, verbs with only one non-final vowel in the mid~
low class have a low tone on the word initial syllable with both the Perlective and

Perfective Past fonns instead of on the final syllable. The way the Perfective and
Perfective Past forms pattern together can be seen in (1).
(1)

Past

Infinitive
H-H bfre

a:J1e

arme
bugume
M-L bo:be

kok1ae

gaae

alge
L-M bore
ga:re

Perfective Perfective
bfrt{
hire
a:p.e
a:.11tf
a1me
armtf
bugume bugumt{
b6:bt(
bo:b~
kokfcfe
kok1tt1
gatt(
gade
alg<;;
algftf
bore
bortl
ga:rt(
ga:re

i----,

amse

amse

ams{t{

kablle

kablle

kabHH

'to pass)
'to mock'

'to reconcile'
'to be silent'
'to flee'
'to pour'
'to pass the year'
'to hammer'
'to dry'
'to show'
'to comuse'
'to murmur~

The second reason for grouping the Perfective an.d Perfective Past forms together
is that, as previously mentioned, the same set of pronouns is used with both forms. This
set of prono1.ms differs from the prnnmms used in all other forms.
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The final reason for grouping the Perfective and Perfective Past forms in Central
Dangaleat relates to the way the negative is formed with both of the forms, as opposed to

the way·the negative is formed vvith the hnperfective. \Vith the negative of the Pe1fective
and Perfective Past forms, the auxiliary verb bal is employed followed by the infinitive
2

fonn, as in (2). With the various imperfective forms, on the other hand, the negative is
marked by a post..verbal d'o, as in (3).

(2)a. Negative Perfective

k1
you

bal

gas-e

NEG

finish-INF

'You have not finished.'

b. Negative Perfective Past
k{
baJ..ft
gas-e
you
NEG-PST
finish-INF
'You did not finish.'

(3) Negative Progressive
kt
gas-a
cfo
you
finish-PROG
NEG
'You're not finishing.'
The three ways that the Perfective and Perfective Past fonns pattern together
provide evidence that the two forms are related. With no evidence to the contrary, I
propose furthermore that the general marker of Perlective in Central Dangaleat is the

Pe1fective Past forms, as can by the derivations in (4) and ( 5} Since the :rule
Tone Spread applies first filling in all unspecified features, the low tone remains

morpheme bal is

an au,rjlfary verb and not a simple . . . . . . . . .,.,,,. . . . _
ev111enceo. by two facts. First,
that follows bal is in
ffl{llct'Lr'A'1"

affixes

bal as

.ntT'll\T'U":H::!,:>rn
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(4)

a. UF

b.LRS
+l

+h

+

-)-

•
-bir-t{
/PF-stem-?I
'

(5)

I
'

a. UF

c. Stray erasure
+l
+h

+h

+/

-?

..... -~

bir tf

+l +h

-),

~

...

'
as

bfr t{

c. Stray erasure
+l +l +h

b.LRS

-as-tf
/pF... stem-?/

I

t{

/+
as

+

t(

In summary, I propose that the Petfective and Perfective Pust forms may be

grouped under the general heading of Perfective, as in ( 6). The marker ofthe Perfective is

~,.. . . . . . . . for Peif'ective Past has two allomorphs: t( in word final position and (: before a
pronoun.

(6)

Perfectrve ( ' )
I

1
Past (tf / (:)

Pe1fective
(brr(e))

Perfective
Past
(bfrt{)

some
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similarity between the two forms, there is reason to believe that the Habitual and

Progressive developed from separate forms in the proto language. However, just as the
two Pe1fective forms share a number of common characteristics, so do each of the fonns
that fall under the general heading of impe1fective. The Habitual and Progressive forms, as
well as the Progressive Past and Progressive Repetitive Past forms, all share a common set

of pronouns (as previously stated in chapter 3, section 5). In addition, the negative of each

type of imperfective form is formed in the same way, as demonstrated in (7).
(7)

Habitual

t]a wa:wa

Ne ative
tJa wa:w cfo

Progressive
Progressive Past
Progressive
Repetitive Paf,i

1Ja wa:waw

1Ja wa:wa cfo

'He isn't showing.'

l)a wa:w{y6
tJa wa:wg{yo

:ga wa:w{
1)3. wa:wg{ cfo

'He wasn't shmving.'
'He wasn't sh.owing.' (rep.)

-----,--------r-------""'---+---------·---

ao

'He doesn't show.'

These facts taken together indicate that there is some motivation for grouping the
Progressive and Habitual forms under the common title of Imperfective. In a tree type
diagram the relationship between the various types of Imperfective could be represented as

in (8). 3

'"" ...... ,.... ,,., ofEbobisse, Wolff (1982a) proposes that the ........... ,,,.,.
'"-'"'';:!l"""·jl,,...._ Dangaleat is to
with the Proto-Chadic Grundaspekt or
lrUl,iVB'VBr the
as
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!Imp~

I

Progressive (-a~)

Repetitive (. . g) Repetitive (-a /--g)

I

Past(-{:)
PJst(-1:)
Repetitive
Simple
Past
Progressive Progressive
Past
(bfraw)
(bfr{y6)
Progressive
(bfrg1y6)

I
Habitual
(bfra, hfrgfte)

The Central Dangaleat Infmitive Forms

The two Central Dangaleat Infinitive forms (Infinitive and Progressive Repetitive
Infinitive) clearly pattern together. Both forms are marked by the Infinitive marker (-e)o A

never

isolation, but always '\Vith an auxiliary verb. I propose, therefore, that the
be grouped under the general heading of Infinitive, as in (9).
Infinitive (-e)

(9)

~ s s i v e (-aw)

I

Infinitive
(b.fre)

~:;titive

(-g)

Progressive
Repetitive
Infinitive
(bfrguwe)

all three

-u,

one
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formatives for Imperative. As with the various Perfective and Imperfective forms, the
same set of pronOlms is also used vvith each of the three Imperative forms ( as previously
pointed out in chapter 3, section 8). There is also 2i unique way of marking the negative, as
can be seen in (10). 4 With each type of Imperative, the negative is formed by the auxiliary
verb ak, followed by the Infinitive fonn of the verb and the morpheme cfo (which also
functions as the negative marker with the Imperfective constructions). The marker of the

Plural Imperative and Hortative forms is affixed to the auxiliary verb (ak) and not to the
Infinitive form of the verb that follows.
Negative

Singular Imperative
Plural Imperative
Hortative

wa:wa

ak wa:we cfo

wa:wo

ako wa:we cfo

wa:w1nte

aklnte wa:we cfo

Given the way the three forms pattern together, they may be grouped together under the
common heading of Imperative, as in ( 11 ).
(ll)

Imperative (..u)

Singular
(bfni)

I
Plural (--a1J) Plural (-alJ)
I
lPex (..-te)
Plural
Hortative
(brro)
(birlnte)

a recently published paper, Shay (1994) proposes that what Ebobisse

the

morpheme in Eastern Dangaleat (aa) does not mark 'future tense', per se,

4

'<lnl.4J,"1'[U"'i""1tll

of ak wd:we do for some speakers

aak wd:we c(o,
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but ir.realis mood. As evidence, Shay points to Ebobisse's (1979) claim that the 1uarker is
used in Eastern Dangaleat to mark more than just future tense. Shay gives two exmnples

of the non,-future use of the so-called iITealis marker in Eastern Dangaleat, as in ( 12) and
(13).

( 12,

ua an
he

-tl
to .her

JJas

tya -a

kate
go

say
co:rvIP she IRR
'He told her to go' or 'he told her (that) she should go'

(13)

]JO

lndI<f

nos

wa:cfa

ga

a

-no

ga:ye

I

ask

COMP

who

INTERR

IRR

me

help

'He told her to help' or 'he told her (that) she should help'
Shay's claim that the a morpheme in Eastern Dangaleat marks 'irrealis', seemingly
stands in opposition to the claim ofEbobisse (1987:60), as adopted by Wolff(l982a:206),
·that the marker is related to the auxilia:y verb da: in Eastern Dangaleat. Ebobisse' s claim

is more consistent with the general pattern in Chadic languages, whereby the future
periphrastic construction is formed by the motion verb 'to go', followed by the Verbal...

form
More evidence is needed in order to evaluate the appropriateness of Shay's claim

for Centl'al Dangaleat. In particular, if it can be verified that the morpheme ya is used it1
sentences of the type in (12) and (13)in Central Dangaleat as well, the tenn ~irrealis'

more accurately label the mo_rpheme.

organization of the Central Dangaleat tense, aspect and mood
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the chart, a separate level would have to be added to the chart distinguishing between non-

futlte verbs (the infinitives), finite verbs (those that fall under the general heading of

indicative) and semi-finite verbs (the imperatives).
(14)

Indicative

r

Imperative

-,

I

I

Imperfective

Perfective

Singular

Plural

1

Plural

Progressive
lpers
Repetitive Repetitive

Past
Perf
(bir(e))

Per£
Past

(bfrti)

Past

Prog.
(bfraw)

Pak

I

Prog. Prog, Habitual Singular
Past
Rep.
(bfra)
Imper.
(hfr(y6) Past
(bfni)
(bfrg(y6)

Plural Hortative

Irnper. (b1r111te)
(biro)

The Organization of the Central Dangaleat Verbal System

CHAPTERS
CONSONANT-TONE INTERFERENCE AND THE PERFECTIVE

The pmpose of this chapter is to further describe the phenomenon of consonanttone interference and in particular to propose an explanation of the. effect of consonanttone interference in relation to the Central Dangaleat Perfective.
The General Pattern of Consonant-Tone Interference in Central Dangafoat
The two rules of consonant-tone intetference initially proposed in chapter 2,
section 4, are repeated in (1).

(1),

Consonant-Tone Interference
a. Ifthe final consonant of the Underiying Form of a verb base is a depressor

consonant, insert a low tone [+LOW, +low].
b. Associate the two features [+LO\V] and [+lowl from right to left to the first
available tone bearing unit (vowel).
The general application of the two rules of consonant-tone interference in Central
Dangaleat is demonstrated in (2) and (3), Vvith the verb obe ('to take'). Whenever a suffix

that is underlyingly unspecified for tone is added to a verb stem that ends in a dqmessor

consonant (voiced stop or implosive), the effect of consonant..tone interference is to insert
a low tone on the vowel following the depressor consonant. 1
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(2)

Infinitive
lob-el
/stem-INF/

a. UF

obe

b. CTI
c.LRS
d.DTA

obe *

obe

(3)a. UF

Progressive

Habitual

/ob-aw/
/stem-PROG/
obaw
obaw *

/ob-a/
/stem-RAB/

obaw

b. CTI

+l
be

0

oba *

oba

d. DTA

c. LRS

. -71

+l

0

oba

be

/+L/

(. . . r

o

be

+1

!

J

0

be

With the Habitual form of a verb such as kokfd'e ('to hammer'), however, there is no

vowel in the position following the depressor consonant. In accordance with the

association rule in (lb), therefore, the low tone introduced as a result of consonant-tone
interference is associated with the vowel that precedes the depressor consonant, as in the
example in (4) and (5).
{4)

a. UF
b. CTI
c.LRS
d.DTA

-e. Other
- ntles

Infinitive
/kokcf-e/
/stem-INF/
kokcfe

kokcfe *

kokcfe
kokicfe

,?rogressive
/kokd'-aw/
/stem-PROG/
kokd'aw
kokcfaw *
kokd'aw
kokid'aw

Habitual
/kok-a-d'/
/stem-BAB/
kokacf

kokaa *
kokacf
kokat

---------~
stands for Underlying :Form, CTI for consonant. .tone interference, HTS for
.... U"''""l!-0-...... LRS for Low Register Spread and DTS for Defi.tult Tone
~tH~cmLcatmn. l'he asterisk indicates that

tonal feature value for the 1nid tone has
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(5)a. UF

b. CTI

C.

ko

kacf

ko kacf

+1

+l

+l

~1

d. DTA

LRS

r
I

ko kacf

J

~HA
()
ko kacf

A further illustration of the way the effect of consonant..tone interference in
Central Dangaleat may be seen when a pronmm with a underlying high tone is added to
the forms in (2). Note that with the verb obe, in (6) and (7), when an object pronoun is
added ,vi.th a. lexical high tone, the result is db{nt(, with a high tone on each vowel. The
effect of consonant-tone interference, therefore, has effectively been nullified. If the mle of
High Tone Spread applies before the rule of Consonant-Tone Interference, however, this

is fhe predicted result. Once the rule of High Tone Spread has applied, there are no feature

values for tone that remain unspecified. Hence, the low tone introduced as a result of
consonant-.tone interference has nowhere to associate. 2
(6)

a. UF

b.HTS
c. CTI
d. Stray Erasure
e. Other rules

2

Infinitive
/oh-in-tf/
/stemuJNF.. 3FS/
6b{nt(

6b{nt{'
6b(nt{

6b{nt(

Progressive
/ob-i:-te/

Habitual
/ob-gi-te/

/stem...PROG-lPin/

/stem..HAB- lPin/

6b£:te
6b1:te'
obf:te
6b1:te

obg1te
6bgf!e'
obg:Cte
"t;
. 0"b gLe

As proposed in chapter 2, section 3, the function of tone rules in Central
is simply to fill in features that are underfyingly unspecified, not to change
are specified prior to the application of the rule.

,......1!-U-.ILF,,"·'·""!L'>.,.
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(7)a. UF

b. HTS
+h

· ..

~ ....... _ ~.. ~

...... ~ .... . .

ob

ob in te

in te

When an inflectional morpheme that is marked by a high tone is added to the verb stem,
the low tone that is added as a result of consonant-tone interference again has nowhere to
associate, as can he seen in (8).
(8)

Progressive
Progressive Past

a. UF

/ob-1:-,0/
/stem-PST-PROG/

Iterative Past
/ob-g-[:-o/
/stem.-REPPST-FROG/

b. IITS
c. Other roles

6b(:6
6b{y6

6bgf:6
6bg(y6

A final application of consonant-tone intenerence can be obseIVed when a pronoun
marked by a low tone is added. When an object pronoun marked by low tone is added to a
verb in the high..-high class, the result is as in (9) and (10). Note that the tone of the first
and second vowels of each form are the same.

a. UF

Infyritive
/bfr.-in-te/

b.LRS
c.DTA

/stem--INF-lPin/
birlnte *
birinte

(9)

"

Progressive

/bir-i:-ta/
I stem-PROG,,3FS/
birI:ta *
birI:ta

Habitual

tbir-gi-ta/
I stem"!HAB~3FS/
brrgtta *
I birgrta

-
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(lO)a. UF

+1-,

bi rin

c. DTA

b. LRS

+l

+1

.::J

A

(.··/l J~ +Fit

te

bi rin te

bi rin

te

Howev~r, when a suffix marked by a low tone is added to a verb in the mid-low class, the
effect of consonant-tone intetference is seen :in that the tone on the vowel following the
depressor consonant is low, as in ( 11 ). In ( l lb), graphically represented in ( 12b), the rule

of Low Register Spread spreads the register feature [+low] to the preceding consonants. 3
The ton.al feature, however, is left unspecified and is then filled in by the rule of
Consonant. . Tone Interference, according to the ntle in ( 1).
(11)

a. UF
h.LRS
C. CTI
d~DTA

Infinitive
/ob-in-te/
/stem-INF.. }Pin/
6binte *
6b1nte *
oblnte

Progressive
/ stem-PROG-3FS/

obI:ta

*

obl:ta *
obl:ta

b. LRS

(12)a. UF

+1

Habitual

/ob-i:-ta/

C.

/ob-gi-fa/
h,1em-HAB-3FS/
obgita *
obglta *
obglta

d. DTA

CTI

+1

+l

+l

.,/'

0

bin

te

t'I
0

.··</'
t
bin te

J

0

bin te

l

J

·----------·---3

The rules of Low Register Spread and High Tone Spread apply both before and.
of consonant..tone interference~ wherever the environment for the mle is met.
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One exception to the general way that consonant-tone interference works n1

Central Dangaleat is th.e Progressive Iterative Infinitive form With this fmm there are no
lexicaUy marked high tones on any of the morphemes, as demonstrated in (13a). One
would expect, therefore, that the effect of consonant..tone interference would be evident,
introducing a low tone following the depressor consonant. However, this is not the case,
as demonstrated in (13b ). Why this form does not conform to the more general rule

remains uncertain.

·I

(13)

Progressive
Iterative Infinitive

/ob-g-a'W-e/

a. UF

/ stem-HAB-PROG..INF/

*ob awe
-------------~ ----------Surface form ~ 6bguwe
b. CTI

Consonant-Tone Interference and the Central Dangaleat Perfective ]form
In chapter 5, section 2, I proposed that the general marker of Perfective in Central

Dan.galeat is a preverbal floating low tone. Positing a preverbal floating low tone as th~
general marker of the Perfective provides an explanation for the general lowering of tone
that occurs with verbs in the high-high class in the Perfective and is not contradicted by

other forms. However, the tonal anomalies that occur with the verbs that have the tone
pattern mid...fow in the Infinitive, as desc1ibed in chapter 3, section 2 and illustrated in
( 14}, cannot be explamed simply in terms of a preverbal floating low tone. (One would
=...,,.,,...a.nir

that the effect of consonant-tone intetference would be the same with both the

Infinitive

Perfective forms.)
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(14)

Jfnfinitive

gaae

I Perfective
gacfe

alge

alge

bo:be

bo:be

kokicfe

I kokrcfe

'to flee'
'to pass the year'
'to pour'

'to hammer'

In this section, I propose that an exrplanation is possible, however, based on the
phenomenon of consonant-tone interference. Crucial to the explanation is the hypothesis
that the final e that occurs Mth. the Perfective in isolation is not a part of the underlying
form, but rather an epenthetic vowel inserted in a specified environment.
This section is organized as follows: in Section 2.1, I provide two arguments for
the epenthetic analysis ofthe finale, as used with the Pe1fective; in Section 2.2, I
demonstrate the effect of consonant-tone interference with the Perfective forms; and
finally, in Section 2.3, I define the way the proposed epenthetic :finale i's used in Central
Dangaleat.
2.,1 The Underlying Form of the Perfective

There are two initial reasons ftlr arguing that the final e, as used with the
Pe1fective, is not part of the underlying form. The fin,1: reason, is that the final e is not

vreisent whe,n the Pe1fective form is followed by another word, as illuSiirated in (15). 4

4

( 15) marks the
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(15)a.

rJa

b.

wa:we
he
show/PRF
'He showed.'

gero
wa:w
he show/PRF house
'He showed the house.'
1)3.

Although one might try to describe the loss of the final e in ( 15b) by a rule of deletion, 1the
fact that tile finale that marks the Infinitive is always retained, as in (16), forces one to
look for an alternative explanation.
(16)a.

IJa

ya

wa:w-e

b.

he AUX show-INF
'He will show.'

gero
1Ja ya wa:w-e
he AUX show-INF house
'He vvill show the house.'

The second reason for arguing that the final e is not a part of the underlying fonn

of the Perfective in Central Dangaleat is that -with some object inflected fonns of the
Perfective, the position that the -e suffix would normally occupy is empty, as
demonstrated in (17c). (See also chapter 3, section 2.)
( l 7)a. Perfect
b. With marker5
bire
bfr-1-nte
'pass us'
pass/PRF
stem-?- lPin
bfr-(..:gke
'pass you'
stem . . ?-2MS

c. \Vithout marker
bir-ga
stem~3Ms

bir-gu
stem ... 3P

'pass him'
'pass them'

With the Infinitive, however, all pronouns are preceded by -in" as demonstrated in ( 18).
(For further discussion see chapter 3, section 1.)

Infinitive b. . With pro_n~o_un_-i------~-'pass him'
bir-1)l-Jl

hfr ... e
pass-INF

stem ... INF-3MS
bir-IJ1... CO
stem-INF.-3P

'pass them'

status of the -i in these examples is unclea:r. It is possible
the third person pronouns ( ta (3FS), ga

is no marker

'""'''""·n-r

1 1111
...
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With the Infinitive all of the pronouns are preceded by a nasal consonant. With the

Progressive form, however, the pronouns are not preceded by a nasal consonant and yet
there is still a vowel slot between the verb stem and the pronoun, as demonstrated in (19).
(19)a. Progressive

bfr-aw
pass-PROG

b. With ~ronoun
bir-I:-ga

I
'pass him'

stem-PROG-3MS

bir-I:-gu

'pass them'

stem-PROG· 3P

The fact that the final e is absent when a Petlective form is followed by another word, as

well as in some pronominalized forms, suggests that the final e may not be underlyingly
present with the Petfective. In the follo\,\Jillg section I 'W:ill show that the behavior of the
Perfective forms relative to consonant-tone interference also supports this claim.

2..2 Consonant-tone Interference 2nd the Perfective
If the hypothesis that the underlying form ofthe Perfective does not include the

:final e is correct, then the underlying form of a verb such as gild'e would simply be gud'. 6
Starting with an underlying form such as gucf, one would expect the roles of consonant. .
tone interference to apply differently than with. an underlying form such as gucfe. Recall
that 'With the Central Dangaleat Habitual form, the low tone that is introduced as a :result
of consonant-tone interference associates :in some cases with the vowel that precedes the

6

The floating low
which precedes gucf is the general marker of the
as proposed above.
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depressor consonant. Such is the case with the three Habitual forms in (20) (compare ~Nith
(4) above). 7
(20)

a.UF

/kok-a-cf/

b . CTI
C
{

.LRS

l.DTA

e.,. Other rules

/stem-HAB/
kokacf
kokacf *
kokacf
kokat

/al-a-g/
/stem-HAB/
alag
alag *
alag
alak

/uJ1-a-f/
/stem-HAB/

UJlaf
UJlaJ *
i1J1aJ
UJlaC

Ifthe underlying form of the Perfective in Central Dangaleat does not include the
fin.al e, one would expect the rule of Tone Association to apply in exactly the same way as
with the Habitual forms in (20). The low tone introduced by consonant-tone interference
would associate from right to. left to the first available tone bearing unit. In the case of the
two examples in (21), the first of which is graphically represented in (22), the first
available tone bearing unit happens to be the word initial vowel
(21)

a. Underlying Form
/perfective marker-verb base/
b. Consonant...tone inte1f'erence
c. Other rules
b. CTI

(22)a. UF

II'- a<i/
-- gacf
gaa(e)

/" -alg/ _
, al
alg(e)

c. Other rules

l +/ l
gad'

gaa

+LH

gaa
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The hypothesis that the e is not part of the underlying form, therefore, provides a
reasonable explanation for the low tone that marks the word initial syllable of the verbs

that group with gad'e and alge~ If thee were a suffix, other tlrings being equal, the rules
would incorrectly generate the Perfective forms *gad'e and *iilge, as demonstrated in
{23) and (24).
(23)

a. Underlying Form
/pe1fective marker-verb base-?/

I' -gacf-e/

/" -alg-e/

b. Consonant-tone interference

" gacfe

' alge

c. Low ~egister Spread

, gaae

d. Other rules

*gad'e
b. CTI
+l

(24)a. UF

l
'

gaae

'

*alge

d. DTA

c. LRS

+l

+l

+l

I +I
gacfe

'alge

l(
'

gacfe*

....

gacfe

J

Not all of the verbs that have the tone pattern mid..fow in the Infinitive have a low

on the word initial syllable in the Penective. For instatlce, verbs with a long vowel in
first syllable (such as bo:be), have the tone pattern mid-mid in the Perfective (bo:be).
crucial difference with the verbs with a long vowel in the first &yllable is that the long
constitutes two moras or two tone bearing units. The tone th.at is introduced as a

of consonant.-tone interference, therefore., is asDociated vvith the seconcl mora of the
(25),
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(25)

+l

~,
b

V

V

0

0

b

The rules of Low Register Spread and Default Tone Assignment would then apply,

re&wting in the form (26).
(26)

l·······:·_-.·~~::
V V
b

O

O

~/1

b

Note that in (26), the tone on the first mora of the long vowel is different from the tone on

second mom. However, there is evidently a general constraint in Central Dangaleat
against this type of form. In Central Dangaleat the tone on the second mora of a long
vowel never contrasts with the tone on the first vowel The application of the rule of
consonant-tone interference, therefore, produces a form that the phonofogy ofthe

iangu,t_ge does not allow. I propose that the problem of the complex tone melody on the
vowel is resolved by disassociating the low tone introduced by consonant. .tone
'il1l"i11r«:•.MtD>,.,,4".llfi,~,:ll,

as represented in (27). Note that when the low tone originally associated v.Jith
deleted,

result is that both moras

same tonal features [+IIlGH, +low].
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(27)
+H

t< .

...-11··

V V
b

O

O

b

There is one additional verb class that has not yet been considered. Namely, tbose
verbs that pattern with koktd'e. With a verb in this class, one would normally expect the
rule of consonant. .tone inte1ference to apply either as in (28) or as in (29) (depending on
whether the rule of Vowel Insertion precedes the rule of Consonant..tone interference or
vice-versa). Neither form is correct, however. The surface form of the Pe1fective has the
tone pattern mid-mid (kokfrf( e)).

(28)a. UF

b. CTI

l

' kokd'
/PERF-stem/

c. Other rules

l +1 l
.·

'

kokcf

l

'

'

'

b. CTI

(29)a. UF

kokia

'

koklcf

+ +l

C.

J

ko kit

LRS

a'

Other rules

'

koklt
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Assuming for the moment that the rule of Vowel Insertion. applies after the ntle of
Consonant-tone inte1ference, there is a systematic difference between the verbs that

pattern -with kokfd'e, as opposed to iilge, that suggests a possible explanation. In
particular, with th.e limited class of verbs that pattern Vvith kokfrfe, the consonant that
precedes the depressor consonant is always a voiceless obstruent. With the fonns that
pattern \.vi.th iilge, however, the consonant that precedes the depressor consonant is never

a voiceless obstrn.ent. 8

It has been well documented that in some languages sensitive to consonant-tone
interference, certain consonants may have the effect of blocking the spread of a given

tone (Hombert 1975). Voiceless obstruents, in particular, have been argued to have the
effect of blocking the spread of a low tone. Given the fa(..1 that a voiceless consonant

precedes the depressor consonant with all the verbs that pattern. Vvith kokfd'e, it is possible
the voiceless obstruent has just this effect in Central Dangaleat. If so, then the
derivation of the Perfective with verbs that pattern 'With kokfa(e) would be as in (30) and
(31). Note that in (31b), the application of the rule of Tone Association is blocked by the

voiceless obstment.

expected
"',,.,...,,,.._....,.JU. 2.2. In my
{ilge.

Sonority
described
verbs that pattern with kokfrfe
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(30)

a. Underlying form -

M-L tone class

/{!etfect marker. .verb base/
b. Consonant-tone interference
c. Tone Association
d. Low Register SEread
e. Default Tone Assigr~ment
f Stray Deletion
g. Other rules

/' -kokcf/

/' -gom:ef/

'kokd''

' .gomp.f'

(blocked)

'kokrf

'*

'kokcf '

kokcf
kokra(e)

(blo~
'gompf':__
'gompf'

gompf
gompif(e)

(31)a. UF

l

'

kokcf

'

kokcf

'

ko krcf

'

kokit

I propose, therefore, that the effect of the voiceless obstruent ,vi.th the verbs that pattern
vvith kokfae is to block the spread of the low tone introduced as a result of consonanttone interference. As a result, the low tone introduced as a result of consonant,..tone
interference does not associate with any tone hearing unit and the effect of consonant-tone

:inte1ference is nullified. Since the effect of consonant-tone interference is nullified, the
verbs in this class pattern with the verbs in the high-high class in the Perfective, in that the

Perfective form of both verb classes is marked by the tone pattern mid-mid.

Finale as an Epentb.etic Vowel
There are two reasons for arguing that the final e of the Perfective is an epenthetic
The first reason. is described in Section 2.1 above. Namely, that the final e is not

a Perfective form is followed by another word or in the object inflected
second reason is the behavior of the Perfective
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interference. The surface tone patterns that occur in the Perfective with the verbs that have

the tone pattem mid-low in the Perfective, are predictable if the :finale is not a part of the
underlying form. It is not clear how the tone on the Perfective form of these verbs could
be explained if the finale is present underlyingly.
The environment for the :insertion of the proposed epenthetic .finale is easy enough

to define. The vowel e would be inserted following a consonant at the end of a
phonological phrase. 9 "Jw'ithln a phonological phrase, the Perfective form of a verb such as

obe

would be

op (without the epenthetic vowel). At the end of a phonological phrase,

however, the epenthetic final e would be in~erted, resulting in the form obe.
The tone on the epenthetic vowd would be filled in based upon the general tone

rules as describe in chapter 2, section 3. An example of the derivation of a Perfective at
the end of a phonological phrase would be as in (32) and (33).
a. UF
b. CTI
c. Tone Association

(32)

d.LRS
e.DTA

'g~cf
-

/'-alg/
'alg'
"alg
--

/" -bo~b/
'boob '
'boob
'boob*
'boob
'bo:b

r;;..,.. •• , _ _

f Tone Deletion
g. Stl'ay Deletion
h. e-Insertion
iLRS
j.DTA

/'-gaa/
' gad',

10

-

-

gad'

alg

gaae
gacfe *
gacfe

a1ge
alge *
alge

bo:b
bo:be
bo:be *
bo:be

/' -kokcf/
'kokcf '
(blocked)
'koka '*

.

'
-'kokcf
-

koka
kokicfe

kokicfe *kokicfe

9

According to this analysis Central Dangaleat would have two epenth.etic vowels:
i word medially and e in the word final position. The vast majority of all words in Central
Jl.......,A....

,_.,...,,L'"'"'"

Tlflll'•~nPl;ltR.

(including nouns, adjectives, etc.) end :in a vowel in word final position. None--

there are some exceptions to this rule (8 nouns out of a total of 366 end in a

(32), the long vowel in boob is represented as a sequence of vowels in order
marking oftone.
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b. CTI

(33)a. UF

C.

+l

l

'

gaa

I

'

LRS
+l +1

1

I

/+L

+Ll
.J

gad'

d. Other rnles

•
'

+H

t

ga cfe

'

ga ae

There is one problem for the epenthesis analysis that must be pointed out. In the
Habitual form, verbs with two non-initial consonants regularly end in a co:nsonant
regardless of their position in the phonological phrase, as in (34).
(34)a.

b,

:ga kokat
'He hammers.'

l)a sayat
'He clears (a field).'

If the environment for the insertion of the proposed epenthetk1 finale is &imply after a

consonant at the end of a phonological phrase, one would expect that the epenthetic vowel
would be added to the forms in (34). Th.is is not the case, h~we~:er.

In conclusion, in spite of the apparent problems associated with the epenthesis

analysis described above, the behavioral evidence (both in relation to consomm.t..tone
interference and when not in the final position of the phonological phrase) clearly supports

an analysis.

explanation of the tone perturbations that occur with the Perfective in ~. . . . ,. .
unrelated hypotheses. 'Ihe first hYJrnthesis is

!Ii...........

HO

general marker of Perfective in Central Dangaleat is a preverbal floating low tone. The
second hypothesis is that the final e of the Perfective form is an epenthetic vowel and
therefore not a part of the underlying form of the Perfective. Th.e final hypothesis is that a
voiceless obstment in Central Dang aleat can have the effect of blocking the association of
low tone introduced as a re~t of consonant-tone interference. Based upon these three

hypotheses, the surface form of the P0rfective of each class ofverbs in Central Dangaleat

can b~ explained in a p1incipled fashion.
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APPENDIXB
CENTRAL DANGALEAT OBJECT PRONOUNS

Direct Object Pronouns

Infinitive

1S

-du

2MS
2FS
3MS

0

3FS
lPex
lPin
2P
3P

-ke

Perfective
-intu
-ijlCl
-i1Jke

-Jl

-ga

-tf

-ta
...intin{
-inte
-itJk6
-gu

0

-te

-ko

-tyo

e1fective
-mi

I

Sub· mctive

·-nu

-c[

-ke

-ta

-ga

-ga
-ta

-111

-n(

-te

-te

-k6

-gu

-gu

Indir-ect Object Pronouns

Infinitive I Perfective
IS
2MS
2FS
3MS
3FS
lPex

lPin

2P
3P

-t
-jl

-ke

-c
-tl
...n{

-te
-ko...
-co

. · etfective

-du

-du
-Ji
-ke

Sub·unctive
-or I du

-Jl

-ke

-Ji
-t(ti
-intinf
-te

-Jl
-tl

-l / -Jl
-tf

-ni'

.,.m_

,;

-te

,..te

...co

-co

.,,ko

-.ko
-co

s111i{m~1r and third masculine singular indirect objects differ for the 4'~.F.~~JI.
forms. 'fl1e first
listed above ls for the singular
11
'l'il'lrl!Til"2'71'q:io·1r ' ' " "
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